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Abstract.
We study the effects of
chiral
constituent molecules
on
the macroscopic shapes
attained by
lipid bilayer membranes. Such fluid membranes
are
beautiful examples of
statistical
ensembles of
random shapes~
sometimes
coupled
to
in-plane order.
We
analyze them with
methods of
continuum elasticity
theory,
generalizing the well-known Canham-Helfrich
model,
and in
particular incorporate the
effects of
thermal fluctuations.
The condition
that
coordinate
choice be
immaterial
greatly constrains the
possible
forms of the
statistical
weights
in
these
systems,
leading
to
very
few independent couplings and hence physically simple models.
Thermal
fluctuations
effectively reduce the
chirality of
a
membrane
at
long scales
leading
to
an
anomalous
scaling relation
for the radius of bilayer tubules and helices
as a
function
of chirality.
En
route
to
this conclusion
we
develop
a
perturbative
calculation
scheme, paying particular attention
to
the
functional
measure
needed
to
describe
fluctuations
covariantly.
1.
Introduction and
summary.
Amphiphilic
molecules
in
water
can
self-assemble
into
large, stable
sheets
a
few
tens
of
Angstroms
thick.
These
sheets
in
turn
can arrange
themselves
into
a
wide
variety
of beau-
tiful stable
structures,
often with
enormous
characteristic scales
(on
the
order of
microns
or
larger)
ill.
The
problem
of understanding
the
structures
which
arise sits
at
a
juncture be-
tween
physics and biology:
on
one
hand bilayer membranes
are
simplified analogs
of
important
biological membranes, and their transformations
are
reminiscent
of biological
processes
(e.g.
vesiculation, echinocytosis,
etc.).
On the other hand,
it
has become clear
that
some
of
the
behavior of these simple analog
systems
can
be
understood
on
the basis
of simple
physical
models and
statistical mechanics.
As
we
recall
below, much of
the
effective simplicity
comes
from
the large discrepancy
of scales between
the constituents
and the
structures
they form,
a
familiar phenomenon in physics. So
it
seems
that
physics and biology each stand
to
gain
some
ideas from the
other(~).
(~) The study
of bilayer membranes also
has
a
host
of potential
technological applicationsj
for
references
see
[2~
3].
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The physics of bilayer
membranes
has been studied extensively
iii.
In this
paper,
we
will
study the effects
on
membranes of chirality, thermal fluctuations,
and
especially
the interplay
of these. Our results
were
described
briefly
in
[4].
"Chirality" refers
to
the
influence
of
constituent
molecules which
are
not
the
same as
their
mirror
images.
A theory describing
structures
built
from
such molecules
must
explicitly
break
parity
symmetry
in
a way we
will
recall below. Such
symmetry
breaking should,
in principle,
be
very common
in
nature,
since
many
of
the lipid molecules commonly studied
are,
in
fact,
chiral.
Still,
one
may
wonder
whether this
qualitative
fact
can
affect
the
very
large
(micron
scale)
structures
formed from membranes. After all, whenever
we
have
a
large discrepancy of
length scales
in
physics,
the long-scale behavior forgets
most
of
the
features
of the
constituents,
remembering
only
a
few phenomenological
parameters.
Why
should
chirality
be
one
of
the
properties
remembered?
Moreover,
in
the molecules
in question chirality is
a
very
minor
aspect
of molecule shape. Why
should
it
matter?
In
fact,
sometimes
chirality does
not
matter
for
the
shapes attained by lipid bilayers, while
other
times it
is
crucial(~
).
We
recall
in section 2
some
of
the
relevant
experimental facts.
Here
we
simply
note
that
in
many
instances
chiral behavior
stops
abruptly
as one
raises
the
temper-
ature
through
a
critical
value comparable
to
the chain-melting
temperature
Tm. We will
argue
in
section
3
that this
is
no
accident:
the
presence
of
tilt order
is
crucial
for
chirality
to
express
itself
on
long scales.
The
argument
hinges
on
the phenomenon of "accidental
symmetry" well
known
in
particle
physics: above
Tm
there
are
simply
no
relevant
or
marginal effective
inter-
actions consistent
with
the required
symmetries
which
could
communicate
chirality
to
long
scales. With
tilt order, however, chirality becomes strongly
relevant with spectacular
effects
such
as
the formation
of large helical ribbons
[10,
iii.
Remarkably there
is
just
one
allowed
bulk chiral
term,
plus
a
total derivative
term,
leading
to
rather
simple
physics.
The above considerations
are
implicit
in previous
work
[12,
13,
3],
but
we
will
give
what
we
believe
to
be
a very
simple
route
to
the
conclusion, with
the added benefit
that
it
becomes
easy
to enumerate
all allowed couplings, including
some
missed
by
the other methods. Our
strategy
is
to
find
all the required
symmetries
of
our
system,
including
a
subtle discrete
symmetry,
by
describing
the
configurations
in
a
purely geometrical form. We will
also
give
a
simple
account
of the rule
for
counting
dimensions, and discuss why
it
differs from
the
one
appropriate
to
the
Polyakov
string
theory, leading
to
interactions
not
anticipated
in
that
theory.(3)
Thermal fluctuations
have long been known
to
be
important
in
bilayer
membranes.
For
example,
they
cause
gigantic
undulations
in
the shape of red blood cells
(the
"flicker'~
phe-
nomenon
[15,
Ii).
As
we
will recall,
thermal
fluctuations
are
determined by
a
dimensionless
phenomenological
parameter,
kBT/Ko,
whose value
is
generally around
1/40,
but
can
be
as
large
as
unity
for
suitably
prepared
systems
[16].
Fluctuation
effects
are
also enhanced
when
there
is
a
large
range
of
scale,
as
in
our
problems,
due
to
large logarithms. In
any case,
the
stiffness,
Ko,
while
not
infinite,
is
generally
large enough
to
justify
a
perturbative
expansion
about
the
fixed
point
with kBT/Ko
"
0.
We also expand
in
powers
of the chirality
c(, since
as
we
will
see
it
is
quite
small
compared
to
the cutoff. Fluctuations
in the
in~plane order
can
also
be
important,
certainly
near
the
temperature
Tm
where this
order is
destroyed. We will work
below this
temperature~
however,
so
that all
fluctuations
are
weakly coupled.
Thermal fluctuations
give rise
to
several
striking phenomena, for example the well-verified
steric
effective
interaction
[16,
17].
Equally striking, but harder
to
verify
experimentally, is
the
prediction of
a
scale-dependence for the effective
stiffness
Ke~(L)
on
scale L
[18-23].
In this
(~)
Several interesting
chiral
effects also
occur
in
monolayers, notably the formation of striped
phases
IS,
6],
star
defects
IT 8],
and asymmetric
rippled phases
[9].
(~)
In
particular
our
chiral
term
is
not
the Wess-Zumino
term
introduced
in
[14].
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paper we
will
find
a
related scale dependence
in
the effective
value of the chiral coupling
c]~,
and
argue
that this
dependence
may
be
easier
to
observe than that of
Ke~.
To
calculate the
effects of fluctuations
we
need
a
functional
measure
on
the
space
of config-
urations, consistent
with the
symmetries
of section
3.
In
section 4
and appendix
A
we
review
this problem:
while extremely
difficult
in
general,
it
becomes
quite
easy
to
lowest
nontrivial
order
in
our
expansion
about infinite stiffness
Ko.
We discuss carefully the gauge-fixing
cor-
rection
required
for "Monge"
gauge,
and show
that
contrary
to
other claims it
is
not
trivial.
Fortunately, this factor
does
not
affect the renormalizations of
Ko
and
c(
to
one
loop, but
as
we
point
out
it is
necessary
in
order
to
reconcile the
renormalization of the
area
coefficient
pa
in
Monge
gauge
with the normal-gauge result.
In
section
5
we
finish
setting
up our
perturbation
theory and discuss
carefully
the
issue
of field
renormalization.
Finally,
in section
6
we
compute
the scale
dependence of
our
bulk
chiral coupling c(
to
one
loop and
find
that
like
Ko,
it
suffers
a
logarithmic renormalization.
While this
effect
may
seem
no
easier
to
verify
than
the elusive
running
of
Ko, we
point
out
in section 7
that it
should have
a
simple
consequence:
the
radii R
of helices
and tubules
should obey
an
anomalous scaling law
as
we
dilute the chiral
amphiphiles
with similar
achiral
molecules.
Unfortunately,
we
cannot
predict
the
exponent
of this law which
is
nonuniversal.
We do
give
the
exponent
in
terms
of
the
effective stiffness,
Ke~,
which
may
be independently
measurable. The
relation
we
get
is
j~
~
~)-(l+kBT/4w~eff)
where
0
<
e
<
I is
the dilution fraction and
Ke~
is
the
effective
stiffness.
2.
Some experimental facts.
Often
chirality does
not
appear
to matter
in
bilayer membranes, which
frequently form
lamellar
or
vesicular phases with
no
obvious
gross
chiral
character. A
noteworthy exception
is
the
phase
in
which
helices
and/or
tubules form, The former
appear
to
be
ribbons of
bilayer of
constant
width
and
very
long length, "wrapped" around
an
imaginary
cylinder
with
a
definite
handedness
[lo,
iii-
Tubules
appear
as
long,
uniform
cylinders,
either
unilamellar
or
up
to
20
layers thick,
with
radius
up
to
a
micron
and
almost
arbitrarily
long(~).
A
very
broad
class of
amphiphiles
have been
found
which
readily
form helices
and tubules.
While
tubules
may
not at
first
seem
chiral,
they
usually
display under the
electron
microscope
helical
rippling
ii Ii
or
(when
plated
with
metal)
a
single
helical
striation
of
definite
handedness
[26].
Also,
in
some
cases
the helices
are
clearly
precursors
to
the unilamellar tubules
[10,
iii-
We will consider both
helices
and tubules
as
paradigms of chiral
structures(~).
In each
case a
key observation
is
that
when chiral
structures
form, they all
have the
same
handedness,
which
reverses
when
one
starts
with the
opposite
constituent
molecules [lo,
28].
Thus,
the
system
certainly remembers
the
chirality
of
its constituents
on some
occasions
(tubules, helices)
but
not
on
others
(vesicles, lamellie).
What distinguishes these cases?
A
key observation is
the role played
by
temperature.
Helices and tubules typically
cannot
form
above
a
temperature
variously
reported
to
be between
34
°
C
and
38
° C;
once
formed,
(~) We
distinguish tubules from
other
cylindrical
structures
discussed for example in
[24-25].
In
particular the
structures
in
[25]
arise
from
achiral constituent
molecules;
their
helical
structure
must
arise from
spontaneous, not
explicit, breaking
of
parity
symmetry.
(~) It is possible
that other twisted-ribbon
structures
of
greater
biological
relevance
can
also be
understood by techniques such
as ours
[27]
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tubules
also
disintegrate
suddenly
as
the
temperature
is
raised
through
this
special
value
[10,
II,
28].
As
mentioned
in the
introduction~
for each
material this special
temperature
is close
to
the chain-melting
temperature
Tm.
Below
Tm
we may
think
of
the molecules
as
having long
straight tails,
locally
pointing
in
the
same
direction for
optimal packing
(Fig.
la).
Typically
this direction
is
tilted
away
from the normal
to
the
plane,
again
for packing
reasons.
The polar
angle
of
tilt is
fixed, typically
near
30°
[29],
while
the azimuthal angle
is
an
angular order
parameter
represented by
m
in
figure
lc.
Above
Tm
the chains
are
disordered.
y/~~fi~
11/~~~-
[ij~~~illi~
b.
C.
Fig. I.
-
uccessive
idealizations
of
the
onfiguration
space:
a)
cartoonj
b)
Nematic
ector
field
at
fixed angle
to
the
normal;
c)
in-plane
unit
tangent
vector
field
Evidence
for
tilt
order
in
tubules
comes
from
several experimental
measurements
and
the-
oretical prejudices. First,
X-ray scattering
on
(hydrated)
tubules shows
a
layer
thickness
compatible
with
a nonzero
tilt
[30].
Furthermore, monolayer
studies
of
many
diacetylenic
phospholipids show that
some
do
not
have
an
in-plane
ordering
transition
near
35
°C;
none
of
these
lipids form tubules,
while
most
of the
ones
which
do
exhibit
a
transition
do
form
tubules
[31].
Also,
a
number of
measurements
indicate
some
degree of in-plane
order,
but
crystalline order
seems
ruled
out [32,
30,
31].
These
observations fit
with
our
expectations
for
an
infinite, isolated membrane,
where dislocations eliminate
crystalline order
but
orientational
quasi-long-range order
survives
up
to
a
Kosterlitz-Thouless
type
transition
[33].
The lack of
crystalline
(translational)
order also
follows
experimentally from
the
shear
modulus, which
is
essentially
zero
[34](~).
Finally, the interactions responsible for bilayer
membrane shapes
appear
to
be local. In
contrast,
de Gennes has proposed
a
theory of tubule
formation based
on a
nonlocal, electric-
moment
force between
bilayer
edges
[35].
This
model
predicts
a
large effect of
solvent
salinity
(~)
Of
course
there is
a
question of
time
scales
here.
lvhat
we are
really asserting
is that
the
rate
for molecules
to
diffuse
around each
other, relieving shear
stress,
is
fast compared
to
the
characteristic
frequencies
of
the
modes
of
interest
to
us.
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on
tubule formation,
as
the electrostatic
force
gets
screenedj
experiments
do
not
see
such
a
clear
effect
[36].
We
will
work under
the
assumption
that all
forces
are
local,
I-e-,
any
nonlocal
interactions
are
screened
to
a
scale smaller than
the
one we
study.
We
will
also neglect the
effects of self-avoidance; while local
in
three-space,
such effects
look nonlocal from the
two-
dimensional
point
of
view.
Since
our
membranes
are
fairly rigid, they will
not
self-intersect
and
we
can
ignore
this complication.
To summarize:
lipid bilayers
seem
to
have
a
low-temperature
phase with orientational
quasi-
long-range
order carried by tilt
(we
may assume
that hexatic
order,
if
present,
is
locked
to
the
tilt
order)
but
no
translational order. Hence,
these layers resemble smectic-C*
liquid crystals.
Their stiffness,
Ko/kBT,
while large,
is
not
extremely large
[34].
Finally,
the chirality of bilayers
will be
seen
in
the
next
section
to
be
described by
an
interaction with
a
phenomenological
coupling
constant
c(/kBT
with the dimensions
of
inverse
length. Since,
as we
will
recall in
section 7,
the radius
of
helices
(and
presumably tubules
as
well) R
is
proportional
to
Ko/c(
in
mean-field theory
[12],
and R
is
known
to
be
enormous
compared
to
the cutoff
A~~,
it
follows that experimentally
c( is
small. This
accords
with
our
intuition
that chirality
is
a very
minor
feature
in
the shape of these amphiphiles. We will accordingly
set
up
in
sections 4-6
a
perturbation
expansion in
powers
of
c(
and
Ko~~
The above remarks could also apply
to
the
asymmetric
rippled lamellar phases studied
in
[9].
The techniques
in
this
paper
could be
taken
over
to
study the
effects of fluctuations
in
these
systems
as
well
as
tubules and helices.
3.
Modes and
couplings.
When
trying
to
understand physics
at
scales much larger than the
constituent size,
we can
neglect the discrete character of the
constituents
and
write
a
continuum model. Moreover, of
the
many
degrees of freedom
in
the
original
problem, only
a
few will
be
important
for the
long-
scale physics and only
a
few
couplings between
these
modes
are
needed. The
remaining modes
can
be integrated
out
of the path integral and their
effects
summarized by
renormalizations of
the few retained couplings.
Let
us
recall the general principles and apply them
to
our
system.
3.I
MODES. The
important
modes for equilibrium
statistical mechanics will be those
arising
from
the
spontaneous
breakdown of
a
continuous
symmetry
(elastic modes),
plus
any
modes having all-scale fluctuations
due
to
a
phase
transition.
An
example of the latter
would
be the
average
polar
angle of tilt close
to
the
temperature
where tilt
order
is
lost. Since
we
will only consider
systems
far from
phase transitions,
we
will take
our
model
system to
have
only elastic
modes.
Superficially
the
counting
of elastic
modes
looks straightforward. A featureless
flat
2d
surface
breaks
one
translational
symmetry
in 3-space,
leading
to
one
soft
mode, the "undulation'~
mode.
Two-dimensional
crystalline order,
if
it
were
present,
would break the other
two
translation
symmetries and lead
to
the
two
in-plane "sound~' modes familiar from
tethered membrane
theory.
In
our case
there
is
no
such order, but orientational in-plane order breaks
one
symmetry,
that of
rotations
in the
plane(?).
Thus, when tilt order develops
we
get
a
second elastic
mode,
the azimuthal
angle
of
the
average
tilt. The polar angle
of
tilt
is
not
associated
to
any
symmetry,
and
we can
take
it
to
be
constant
at
fixed
temperature(~).
Hexatic order
can
form
in addition
to
tilt, but
in
the absence of tilt
we
will
see
that it
cannot
lead
to
the
expression
of
chirality,
(?)
The other
two
rotations
out
of the
plane
are
already correctly accounted for by the
undulation
mof~e.
Near
a
defect
we
would have
to
consider
fluctuations
of the polar angle
as
well.
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while
in
the
presence
of tilt
it
does
not
lead
to
a
new
elastic mode, but simply locks
to
the tilt
order
parameter.
Thus
we
will
not
include
an
explicit
hexatic order
parameter.
While
we
will
accept
the conclusion just
reached,
we
need
to
add
some
remarks before
it
becomes
convincing.
First,
we
have
so
far
acted
as
though
our
statistical
sum were
over
configurations
of the membrane, when
of
course
we
should instead
sum over
phase
space.
We
can
imagine
integrating
out
the
momentum
modes, leaving
a sum over
configurations
only,
but
in
general
this could lead
to
new
long-range
interactions.
Fortunately
David has shown
that
thermal
undulations have the
effect
of
screening
such
interactions down
to
short
range, so
their
effects
may
be incorporated
into
renormalizations of
the
local
interactions
we
will consider
[37].
Second, the
description
of
a
fluid
membrane
as a
mathematical two-surface leaves
no
room
to
discuss
compression
or
rarefaction of
the
molecules
in
the plane.
We
could rectify
this
by introducing
a
local
density
variable, but the
energy
of
its
fluctuations
(controlled
by the
compression
modulus)
is
very
large
on
long length scales compared
to
the
modes
we
will keep;
we
do
not get
a
soft mode by
passing
to
long wavelengths
since
no
symmetry
is
being
broken(~).
Physically,
to
a
given
mathematical 2-surface
we can
associate
many
configurations
by
"tiling" the surface with
molecules of fixed
area.
Since
all
we
really
measure
is
the overall
shape,
we
will
let the
abstract surface
represent
all
such
configurations,
writing
down the
most
general
local free
energy
functional
consistent
with
the microscopic system's
symmetries
to
take
account
of all
the
degrees
of freedom discarded. The
only
way
this
can
fail
is
when the
omitted
modes
are
elastic and hence capable
of
generating
long-range
interactionsj
we
account
for this
by
explicitly including
a
tilt
order
parameter.
Thus
we
are
led
to
a
continuum
description
of
our
important
long-scale degrees of freedom:
a
configuration
of
our
system
is
a
two-surface
in 3-space;
on
this surface
is given
a
field of
headless
(nematic)
vectors
of
unit
length, making
a
fixed angle with the normal
(Fig. lb).
An
equivalent and
more
convenient
description
is
shown
in
figure
lc.
Since
only the azimuthal
angle of tilt
matters,
we
can
represent
the
director
at
(
by
projecting it
down
to
the
tangent
plane and scaling
to
unit
length.
This gives
a
unit
vector
field
m(()
describing
tilt. It
is
very
important
to note
that this
order
parameter
is
not
an
abstract phase,
as
in
superfluids,
but
rather
a
tangent
vector to
a
curved
surface.
A word of
caution
is
needed
concerning
m:
since
the bilayers
we
consider
are
symmetric,
they
have
no
preferred choice
of
normal,
or
equivalently,
no
preferred
orientation(~°).
To obtain
m(()
given
the data in figure
16
we
must
first
choose
a
normal
n;
the other
choice
-n
will
describe
the
same
configuration
with the
vector
field
-m.
Nevertheless
the description
in
figure
lc
will
prove
convenient,
as we
will need
to
choose
n
anyway
for other
reasons
later.
Hence,
our
final description of configuration
space
is
the
following:
a
configuration
is
a
2-
surface
in 3-space
with
a
choice
of
normal
vector
field
n
and
a
unit
tangent vector
field
m.
Two
surfaces related by
n~
=
-n,
ml
=
-m
are
to
be regarded
as
identical.
3.2 SYMMETRIES. Having
found
the
important
elastic
degrees
of
freedom,
we now
need
to
specify their
interactions.
The general rule
is
to
write
the
most
general local Hamiltonian
functional H,
retaining
only
terms
of low
dimension
ii-e-
only
relevant and marginal
terms)
respecting
the
appropriate symmetries.
Giving
each
such
term
its
own
unknown coefficient
we can
then
calculate
many
things by doing path integrals
with
statistical
weight
[dli]e~P~,
where
[dli]
is
some
appropriate
local
measure.
We will discuss this
measure
in section 4
and
(~)
For
dynamics
we
certainly do need this mode
since it is
associated
to
a
conserved quantity
[38].
(~°)
A choice of normal is
the
same
thing
as a
choice of orientation
because
we
do have
a
preferred
orientation
for
3-space.
The lack of preferred orientation
prevents
us
from adding
a
Wess-Zumino
term
of the
sort
proposed by Kavalov
[14].
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appendix
A;
here
we
will consider the free
energy
functional
H. We will take
a
purely
two-
dimensional point
of
view
throughout; that
is,
we
will
not attempt to
derive
our
couplings
from
those
of
3d
liquid crystals. This will make
it
easy
to enumerate
all possible
terms;
we
will find
some
terms
missed by
previous
authors.
Before
we can
write
H
we
need
a
concrete
way
to
describe
the geometrical data of
a con-
figuration
in
terms
of ordinary functions.
To
get
this
we
need
to
make
some
further
choices
analogous
to
the choice
of
n
above:
we
need
to
specify local coordinates
(~, i
=
1,2.
Ne-
glecting tilt
for
the
moment~
our
surface
can
then be described
in
many ways
by
giving
three
functions
x~((~),
a
=
1, 2, 3.
Any reparameterization
changes
these
functions
without affecting
the physical
configuration,
so
when
we
write
H
=
H[x~((~)]
we
must
demand that
H
be
repa-
rameterization invariant.
Physically this
reflects the fact that
since
the molecules
can
slip
past
each other
in
the plane,
we
cannot
permanently
affix
any
pair
of coordinates
to
each individual
molecule.
(In
the
case
of tethered membranes
each
constituent is
assumed
to
be
permanently
linked
to
its
neighbors and
we
need
not
enforce
coordinate
invariance.)
Once
we
have coordinates
we can express
the
vector
field
m
by
its
components
m~.
We
can
also readily
express
the
restriction
of
locality:
H
must
be
an
integral
over
d~(
of
some
function
depending
on
x
and
m
only
1Tia
the values
x~(()
and
m~(()
and their derivatives,
evaluated
at
(.
Since
a
small change
of
(~
moves us a
short distance
in 3-space,
this condition indeed
expresses
that only
near
neighbor molecules
interact(~~).
The
two components
m~
are
not
independent,
since
((m((~
=
l.
Later
we
will find
it
conve-
nient
to
write
m
in
terms
of
a
single angular function
@(()
as
follows:
m
=
ei
cos
+
e2
sin
(3.I)
Here
en
if),
a
=
1,
2
are a
pair
of orthonormal
tangent
vector
fields.
The
en
are
not
additional
dynamical variables but rather
an
additional unphysical choice analogous
to
the
choice
of
n
and
(~.
That
is,
we
first
must
sum over
surfaces.
For
every
surface
we
choose
a
frame field
(ei,
e2).
Then
we sum over
all
@(().
Thus
we
have three redundancies
in
our
description,
leading
to
three
symmetry
requirements
on
H[x~,
@]
:
the discrete
symmetry
n
-- -n, m -- -m,
2d coordinate
invariance,
(~
--
(~/
=
f~
if),
and change of orthonormal frame,
e~ -+
e[
=
R~P(()ep(()
where
R is
some
rotation matrix
depending
on
position.
Finally,
in
addition
to
these redundancies
we
have the physical
(active)
symmetries
of rigid Euclidean
motions,
E+(3),
which actually
change
the original geometrical
configuration. The
plus
sign
reminds
us
that
we
do
not
enforce
symmetry
under
3-space parity
transformations.
To
find
the
most
general
expression
for
H consistent
with these
symmetries,
we
construct
from
x
and
m a
few building
blocks
invariant
under Euclidean
motions
and transforming
simply under 2d coordinate change.
The
x~
themselves transform
as
three scalars. Any
vector
field
A
on our
surface will
also have
components
A~((),
a
=
1,2,3
transforming
as
scalars.
However,
if
A(()
is
known
to
be
tangent
to
the
surface
this
is
a
redundant description:
two
components
should
suffice.
We
can
introduce
a
basis
of
tangent vectors
tz
=
0zx,
I
=
1,2
and expand A
=
A~tz;
the A~
now
transform
as
2-vectors
under coordinate change.
We
can
also
construct
the second-rank
tensor
gzj
=
tz
tj
and
its
determinant
g
m
det[gzj]. From the
metric
we
then
get
an
invariant
volume element
@d~(
as
well
as a
covariant
derivative
rule
Vi. We will recall the definition of
V when
we
choose
a gauge
in section
4,
but for
now
note
one
key
property: two
covariant
derivatives Vi,
Vj
commute
when
acting
on a
scalar. Thus
the
second-rank
tensor
Kzj
=
n
(Vzvjx)
is
symmetric.
This
tensor
clearly vanishes
when
x
is
a
linear
function off
(flat
surface);
Kzj(()
measures
the
curvature
of
our
surface,
its
tendency
to
bend
away
from
its
tangent
plane
at
(
as we
move away
from
(.
(~~)
We will
not
consider self-avoidance
in
this
paper.
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We need
one
further geometrical
construction.
Let
e~~~
denote the
antisymmetric
tensor
with e~~~
=
+I.
From this
we can
construct
a
third
tensor
on
our
surface:
fzj
+
tz~tj~n~f~~~ 13.2)
Unlike
gjj
and
Kzj,
ezj
is
antisymmetric(~~).
Given
a
surface
and
a
choice
of
normal
n, we
have thus
constructed
a
density
@d~(,
a
covariant
derivative Vi,
and
three
tensors
gzj,
Kzj,
and
ezj
on
the surface.
Each of these
ingredients
has
no
dependence
on our
choice
of
coordinates other than the
one
implied by the
2-space
indices~
so
it
is
easy
to construct
coordinate-invariant
expressions
from
them.
Each
also
behaves simply under change
of
normal: under
n
--
-n,
Kzj
and
ezj
change
sign.
Finally,
each has been constructed
to
be
invariant
under all
proper
Euclidean
motions
(rigid
translation
and
rotation
in
3-space).
Thus
any
H constructed
from
them and the tilt
vector
field
m
will
have all the required symmetries
provided that
all I, j. indices
are
contracted and
we
enforce
symmetry
under
m
-+
-m,
Kjj
-+
-Kzj
,
ezj -+ -e~~
(3.3)
3. 3
DIMENSIONS.
We
now
need
to
associate naive
scaling dimensions
to
these
ingredients.
Near
the weakly-fluctuating limit
K
-
oc
these will be close
to
the
true
scaling dimensions.
Our
key observation is
that the scale transformations of
interest
involve physical
3-space.
Scale
changes
in
the
internal coordinates
(~
are
just
as
unphysical
as
any
other
coordinate
trans-
formation;
every
term
of
H will
be trivially
invariant
under
such
transformations.
To
count
powers we
thus
note
that
x
has length
dimension
I
while the
unit
vectors
n, m
are
dimension-
less.
Derivatives
with
respect to
(~
have
no
3-space
dimension,
so
gzj
and
@
have
dimension
2
while
Kzj
has dimension
I.
The
inverse
metric
g~J
has dimension
-2,
so
trK
%
g~JKzj
has
dimension
-I.
The
Laplacian A
=
g~~vzvj
has dimension
-2.
Finally,
the alternating
tensor
ezj
(3.2),
has
length
dimension
2.
Putting
things together,
we
find
for
example
that
f
@d~((trK)~
has
length dimension
zero,
so
its
coupling
constant
is
an energy
and kBT/Ko
is
a pure
number
as
claimed
earlier.
These
rules
are so
important,
and
so
counterintuitive
for
string
theorists, that
we
should
pause
to
elaborate them. We first
note
that
the physical probes
we use
to
study
membranes,
and the
imposed
extensive quantities,
are
characterized by length scales
in 3-space
(wavelength
of
scattered
light, total surface
area,
lamellar
spacing,
etc.).
Also the physical
short-range cutoff
A~~
is
the size
of
our
molecules,
again
a
3-space
distance(~~).
Secondly,
our
rules
correctly
predict
the short-distance divergence
structure
of Feynman
diagrams
as
follows. Consider
a
scalar
field
q~
with Hamiltonian of the schematic form
H
m
f
d~([(Aq~)~
+
£~
Jz3~'v7~'),
where Ii
are
small couplings.
A
Feynman graph with L loops,
E external legs,
and
nz
vertices
of
type
I
will then have
a
superficial
degree of
divergence
b
=
2
+
E
+
£~
n~b~
where ii
=
kz
vi
2.
In
our
case
the role of
q~
is
played by
x,
and
we
indeed
see
that
ii
is just
the
length
dimension of the coupling Ii
once we
include factors
of
(~~)
To relate this
to
the usual
definition
we
note
that if
(~
have the
orientation
induced
by
our
choice of
n
then
(3.2)
says
that
ezj
"
v7(°1~)
zJ
(~~)
Of
course
these facts have
their analogs in
string
theoryj the
invariance
under
coordinate
transformation
at
fixed
3-space
cutoff
is
incorporated
via
the Virasoro Ward identity~ which
in
turn
gives rise
to
the Liouville
measure
factor
[39].
We will mention
briefly
later
on
how this
factor
enters
our
scheme. But the original,
naive
dimension
counting
used
to
determine which
terms to
retain in
H proceeds
by the rules of ordinary
2d field
theory~ I-e- using
an
ordinary cutoff
on
(.
The difference
comes
from the different fixed points
controlling the physics
in
each
case.
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g~J
and
@
needed
for
covariance.
We
will
see
this divergence
structure at
work
in
our
explicit
calculations
in section 6.
Finally, the general principle
of
naturalness
says
that
in
a
local theory the physical values
of
bare couplings should be
on
the order
of
an
overall
energy
scale
times
the
appropriate
powers
of the cutoff(~~). For membranes the scale
is
the condensation
energy per
molecule, about
one
electron volt, and indeed
Ko
is
comparable
to
this
[40,
34].
The corresponding stiffness
to
Gaussian
curvature,
ko,
is
hard
to
measure,
but
a
simple mechanical model of the membrane
shows that
it
is
comparable
to
Ko
(41],
as
predicted by
our
dimension
counting.
In the
counting
appropriate
to
the Polyakov
string,
on
the
other hand,
ko
and
Ko
have different
dimensions.
3.4
ENUMERATION
OF
COUPLINGS.
We
can
now
enumerate
all allowed local couplings,
naively relevant
or
marginal,
among our
long-scale effective
degrees
of freedom.
Our 2d
covari-
ant
approach makes
it
easy
to
be
systematic.
Euclidean
invariance requires
that the embedding
x
enter
the
free
energy
functional
only
through
the Euclidean
invariant quantities
Kzj
and
gij
or
through
an
integrand that changes under
a
translation by
a
quantity
that
integrates
to
zero.
An example of the latter
is
the volume
term
f d~(@x
n,
which
is
Euclidean
invariant in
the
case
of
a
closed vesicle. This
term
lacks the
n -+ -n
symmetry
required for
a
symmetric
bilayer, howeverj
in
fact there
are no
terms
of
this
type
allowed by the
symmetries
of
our
problem. In the absence
of
tilt order all
we can
write
down
is
the usual Canham-Helfrich free
energy
[42, 40]
Hshape
"
/
d~foj
[jL0
+
)
K0(Kz~)~j
(3.4)
We have omitted the Gaussian
curvature
term
because
it is
a
total derivative
and
we
will
not
discuss topology change
in
this
paper.
In particular
as we
will
mention
below
total derivative
terms
do
not
affect
the renormalization
of
bulk
terms.
We would like
to
emphasize
a
remarkable
feature
of this well-known formula:
it is invariant
under
3-space
parity
transformations,
even
though
we
did
not
insist
on
this!
Indeed
it is
easy
to
write down
chiral
terms
like
@e~lvzvkKj~,
but
every
such
term
is
irrelevant
(the
term
just
quoted has length dimension
-I).
Thus,
in
fluid
membranes
even
if
chirality
is
present
in
the
constituent
molecules,
it
cannot
be expressed
on
long scales;
more
precisely
its
effects
on
long scales will be suppressed by
powers
of the
scale
difference(~~).
We will
see
how
just
the
opposite situation
obtains
in
the
presence
of
tilt order,
giving
a
nice
explanation
to
the
observed relation between chirality and tilt described
in section 2.
Turning
now
to
include
in-plane order,
we
must construct
allowed low-dimension
terms
involving the tilt order
parameter
m.
First
we
consider the
pure
tilt
terms,
I.e.
the
terms
which
do
not
contain
the
extrinsic
curvature.
Since
fijfkl
"
gikgJl gil§Jk,
~~'~~
we
need only consider
terms
with
no
alternating
tensor
(the
nonchiral
terms)
or one
alternating
tensor
(the
chiral
terms).
The lack of
a
preferred
normal
(3.3)
requires
the chiral
terms to
have
an
odd number
of
tilt
fields
and the nonchiral
terms to
have
an even
number. By the
power
counting
described above, marginal
terms
have
two
covariant
derivatives while relevant
terms
(~~)
The couplings
c(
and
~lo
below will
prove
to
be smaller than this for
reasons we
will describe.
Still
we
do
expect
that
no
coupling
will be much bigger than its natural value.
(~~)
Something similar happens
in
the standard model of particle physics: while
we
have
no reason
to
enforce baryon number
conservation,
we
find that
the other symmetries of the theory forbid
any
relevant
or
marginal
term
violating this
symmetry.
Thus,
any
B-violating
processes
must
be
suppressed
by the
scale
at
which the standard model
breaks
down
perhaps the grand unification scale.
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have only
one.
(Above
we
said that
covariant
derivatives
don't have
any
3-space
dimensions,
and
that
is
correct.
However, since
2-space
tensor
indices end
up
getting contracted with
gzj,
we can
forget the
distinction
between
2-space
and
3-space dimensions
for the
purposes
of listing
all allowed
low-dimension
terms.
In
this
way
we
immediately
see
that marginal
terms
must
have
two
covariant
derivatives
or
two
curvature tensors
etc.)
Reparameterization
invariance
and the
fact that
m
is
a
unit
vector
lead
to
only
two
marginal nonchiral
terms:
Htu~
=
)
/
d~fV7i~t(Vzm~
)(V~mj
+
~t~
IV
m)~l.
(3.6)
In this
formula
we
have written
the tilt
stiffnesses
as Ko'i,
Ko'i~,
since
generically
(far
from
the tilt disordering
transition)
~i,
~i'
are pure
numbers of
order
one.
Coordinate
indices
are
implicitly raised
or
lowered using
gzj
and
its
inverse
g~J.
When
we
specialize
to
Monge
gauge
we
will
no
longer
use
this abbreviation;
we
will display all factors
of
gzj
and
e~~
explicitly. The
first
term
of
(3.6)
has
hexatic
symmetryj
it
is invariant
under the shift
--
+
("
(in
fact
it
is invariant
under the transformation
--
+
a
for
constant
a).
This hexatic
term
leads
to
an
increase
of the
effective bending
stiffness,
counteracting
the thermal softening
that
occurs
in
pure
fluid
membranes
[33,
43].
The second
term
of
(3.6)
does
not
have
shift
symmetry;
it
is
the
covariant
generalization of
the
anisotropic
term
considered
in
[44].
The
only
chiral
tilt
term
is
a
total derivative,
the curl of
m:
e~jvzmJ.
This
term
is important
for describing the
physics
of
defects
[45]
it
also
plays
a
role
in
the
mean
field
theory description
of tubules
[3,
26].
Once
again,
we
will
not
consider total derivatives here,
so
we
drop
this
term
its
effects
are
similar
to
those
of
the
term
we
retain.
Another
possible
term
is
ekim~m~vzm~,
but
it
equals
the curl
term
since
m
is
a
unit
vector.
This
is
most
easily
shown
by
writing the
two
expressions
in
terms
of
p~
=
e~jm~.
There
are
several
terms
that involve
both
the
tilt and the
curvature.
These
anisotropic
terms
signify
a
preference for
the tilt order
parameter to
align
at
some
angle
with
a
principal direction
of
curvature.
The marginal
terms
have either
two curvature tensors
or one
curvature tensor
and
one
covariant
derivative. Reparameterization invariance and
the
symmetry
(3.3)
again
rule
out
any
marginal chiral
terms.
For example,
a
marginal chiral
term
with
two curvature
tensors
would
require
an
odd
number
of
tilt
fieldsj
however,
an
odd number of
indices
cannot
be contracted
to
make
an
invariant.
The other
case
follows by similar
reasoning. The
full
list
of marginal
terms
is
then
Hmixe~
=
]°
/
d211
[aim
K K
m
+
a~im
K
m)iKzz)
+
a~im
K
m)2
+
fli(m
K
m)(V m)
+
fl2(Kz~)(V
m)
+
fl3K~jVzmJ
+
fl4m~KizmJVjm~j
(3.7)
Again
these
formulas
contain
hidden
metric
factors; for example
m
K K
m
=
m~KzJKjkm~
where
KzJ
m
KzmgmJ.
Most of these
terms
have been considered before;
[12]
lists all of these
except
the K~jvzmJ
term,
while
[13]
is missing
two
of
the
terms
with
one
curvature tensor
and
one
covariant
derivative.
Turning
to
the
possibility of chiral
terms,
there
is
precisely
one
bulk
term
involving both
the tilt
field
and the
shape:
H~
=
c(
/
d~(fim~ejjK~im~
(3.8)
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This
term
has been
discussed
before
[46]
it
enters
in
Helfrich
and Prost's
mean
field
theory
of twisted ribbons
[12,
3]
as
well
as
the
mean
field
theory
description
of tubules
[26].
It
also
enters
Peliti
and
Prost's study
of
chiral smectic-C* membranes
[13].
As
an
aside
we
note
that if
the
in-plane order
is
hexatic
in
character,
then
most
of
the
terms
of
(3.6-3.8)
are
forbidden,
leaving
only
the kinetic
term
studied by
Nelson
and
Peliti
[33].
In
particular
the
chiral
term
(3.8)
is
not
allowed,
and
again
we
have
an
"accidental"
parity
symmetry.
Only tilt
can serve as
the vehicle
to
express
chirality(~~).
We
note
in
passing
that
in
a
perturbative
expansion about
the
zero-stiffness,
high-tension
fixed
point
(Polyakov theory)
many
of the couplings
in
(3.4-3.7)
are
irrelevant and hence
not
usually
written.
However, the chiral
term
(3.8) is marginal
and could conceivably be
one
of
interest,
for example
in
a
random-surface
theory
of
domain boundaries
in
a
chiral 3d
system.
4.
General
setup.
4. I
MEASURE. From
now on we
will
set
Boltzmann's
constant
kB
"
I.
To
perform statistical
sums
we
need
to
know how
to count
each
configuration
just
once.
As mentioned,
we
can
describe
surfaces
by the
four
independent
functions
(x~((), m~(());
a
=
1,
2, 3j
I
=
1, 2
(recall
((m((~
=
l),
but this
is
a
redundant description; replacing
(~
by
('~
=
f~
if)
yields the
same
physical configuration. In the
next
subsection
we
will
fix this
redundancy by
choosing
a
"gauge", but
first
let
us
find
an
appropriate
functional
measure on
the full
redundant
configuration
space.
We will temporarily
forget about
the
angular
variable
m(()
since it
poses
no
new
conceptual issues
once
xii
is
understood. Roughly speaking
we
want to construct
a
measure
as
3
fl
fl
[x~~/~dx~(()]
,
(4.I)
f
a=1
where the product
is
over
all points
of
our
surface, separated by
a
cutoff
distance.
Equa-
tion
(4.I)
needs
a
number of refinements before
it is
correct,
however.
Our problem
is
delicate
because
we
work
in
a
grand ensemble where
the
number of
elemen-
tary
constituents
(molecules
or
their
representatives
after
decimation)
is
not
fixed;
moreover
the
density
of
degrees
of freedom
in (-space is
not
fixed
but
depends
on
x
itself iia
gjj
=
3zx 0jx.
So
(4.I)
needs
to
be
replaced by
some
complicated
measure
nonlinear
in
x.
We
say
some
more
about this problem
in
appendix
A, but for
our
present
purposes
there
is
an easy
fix.
We
will
work
to
one-loop
order
in
fluctuations.
This
means
we
approximate
all functional
integrals
as
Gaussian
integrals about
a
chosen
background configuration
iii)
(see Section
4.3).
To
do
Gaussian integrals
we
replace
field
space
(the
space
of
x
if))
by
its
tangent
space
(the
space
of variations
ix
if)
about
Rio)
and
approximate
the
energy
H[x if)]
by
a
quadratic form
in
fix
if).
The
measure
3
fl fl
[jr~~/~
dbx~(()]
(4.2)
f a=1
now
makes
sense.
Here the
product
is
over
points (
spread with density
A~@/x~,
g
=
det
iii
0jR
],
and
A
is
our
cutoff.
The combination
Ag~R
has
no
3-space
dimensionality, but
ix itself has
dimensions
of length. To make
our
measure
properly
dimensionless
we
therefore
need
a
length
scale;
a
convenient
choice
is
the
cutoff A
itself.
Allowing
for
an
additional
(~~)
Similarly
in
reference
[45]
tilt is crucial for
the
spontaneous
breaking of parity.
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dimensionless factor
jr~
at
each point,
we
finally choose
our measure
to
be
3
[d6x]A
=
fl
fl
[Vi~Ad6x~
if)]
(4.3)
f a=1
In
appendix
B
we
will
choose
~~
=
Ko/2T
to
make
our
formulas simple, but
other choices
are
possible.
Equation
(4.3)
is
not yet
in its
most
useful
form;
we
would prefer
a
continuum
version.
To
get
it
we
note
that
for
a
function
iii)
the
sum
£~
iii)
is
approximately
(A/jr)~
f @d~(
iii).
Hence
the
measure
(4.3)
can
be
equivalently
specified by
the
requirement that
1
=
/[d6x]A
e~~~~~
I
"~~~
~~~~~
(4.4)
It
may
seem
disturbing that
we
have the freedom
to
choose
~,
especially since
we
will
see
in
appendix B
that different
choices
will lead
to
different
contributions
to
the
renormalization
of
po.
Really,
however, the
measure
is
not
a
physical
quantity,
nor
for that
matter
are
bare
parameters
like
po,
nor
are
quadratic divergences universal. What's physical
is the full
sta-
tistical
weight
[dx]e~~/~,
which tells
us
how
to
compute
correlation
functions.
How
we
split
this
weight
into
[dx
and
e~~/~
is
our
choice. As
long
as
we
choose
[dx
properly local,
as
we
have,
we are
assured that taking H
to
be the
most
general local functional
we can
describe
any
membrane
with
local
interactions.
Two
different
measures
will describe the
same
system
by
two
different
sets
of bare
parametersj
in
particular the
scale-dependence
of those
parameters
can
appear
different
even
though each describes the
same
physics.
One
might
think that
at
least
~
should
be
chosen independent of all
parameters
such
as
temperature,
stiffness,
etc.,
so
that
(4.4) defines
a
purely
geometrical
measure,
but
again
this
is
not
necessary, nor
even
desirable. Consider for
instance
a
much simpler
system,
an
XV
model
in
two
dimensions.
If
we
define
our measure
by
requiring
I
=
f[dq~]Ae~~~i~~~*~,
then the
partition
function Z
=
f[dq~]A
e~
Ii
~~~l~*~~
has
a
constant term
Slog
(
f
d~(
in
log
Z. Interpreting this
as a
renormalization
of
the
constant
term
of
H[q~]
(initially
taken
to
be
zero),
we
find the latter
to
be
nonanalytic
in
T/K!
While ugly, this result
is
not
wrong;
it
just
means
that the
naive
choice of
measure
has
resulted
in
an
inconvenient
definition of
the bare
constant
energy
term.
Since
constants
drop
out
of correlation functions
we
normally
don't bother
to
cure
this problem, but
we
could easily
do
so
by
a new
choice
of
measure
setting
I
#
f[dq7]A
8~
~
i
~~~ *~
Similarly
in
membranes the choice
(4A) will
lead
to
inconvenient quadratic divergences if
we are
not
careful
to
choose
~
properly.
These
are more
annoying
than
in
ordinary field
theory
since
coordinate-invariance
forces them
to
be
not
constants
but
proportional
to
the surface
area:
they
cause
renormalizations
of po(~?).
4. 2
GAUGE
CHOICE.
We
next
need
to
choose
a
"gauge.'~
We
are
interested
in
very
stiff
membranes.
While
the effective stiffness
decreases
somewhat
at
long scales, it
is
still fairly large
at
the tubule scale,
as
we
see
from the rigidity of
tubules.
Accordingly tubules
are
fairly flat
on
the scale of the modes
we
wish
to
eliminate.
A useful
choice
of
gauge
is
the
"Monge
gauge,'~
in
which
we
choose f
on
a
given
surface
so as
to
arrange
that
XII)
=
li(~,if~,ulf~,
f~))
14.5)
(~?)
And presumably of
the Gaussian
curvature
coefficient
as
well.
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for
some
height function
u.
The
constant
I
has
dimensions of
3-space
length; eventually
we
will adopt
units
where it
equals
unity.
Some
surfaces
cannot
be represented
in
this
form
(those
with
overhangs),
but
at
large stiffness they
are
unimportant in
the path integral. Physical
questions,
such
as
the
effective
values of couplings in
the Hamiltonian,
are
gauge-invariant;
we
may
calculate the
answers
in
Monge
gauge
if that
seems
convenient,
even
if
we
plan
to
use
them
to
describe
cylinders, for which
Monge
gauge
certainly does
not
work
globally.
For
our
nearly-flat membranes
u
will
be
small; eventually
we
will expand
our
effective
He~
in
power
series in
u
and
pick
off
our
renormalizations
from
the early
terms
of this
expansion.
To
finish
choosing
a
gauge,
for
each surface
vii)
we
must
choose
an
orthonormal
frame
(e~ ),
a
set
of
vector
fields
obeying
en ep
w
g~jen~epJ
=
6~p.
In Monge
gauge,
for small
u, we may
choose
e~~
=
6n~
)0nu0~u
+
tJ(u~)
(4.6)
Here and henceforth
we
raise and
lower
indices
using
Kronecker deltas,
so
that
index
placement
does
not
imply
hidden
metric
factorsj
similarly
we
freely
interchange index
types.
Thus,
for
example,
(4.6)
says
ei~
=
I
-1/2(0u/3(~)~.
All
metric
and frame factors will be shown
explicitly.
Expressing
m
in
terms
of
an
angle field
@(()
using
(3.I)
and
(4.6)
then
gives
us our
desired
nonredundant variables
(u(f),
@(()).
To do statistical
sums we now use
the functional
measure
jdpj
=
yjuj
jdujjdoj
j4.7)
where
/T
is
a
Jacobian
derived
in
appendix A and the
measures
[du]
and
[d@]
are
defined
as
in
section 4.I.
Given the
two
nearby surfaces
iii)
and
fi(()
+
h((),
the invariant "distance'~
between them
on
function
space
is
defined
to
be
llhlli
+
/
d~fvTlh)~
14.8)
where
jzj
=
6ij
+
3zfi3jfi
as
usual. Similarly
we
have that the "distance"
between
#
and
#+
(
is
11(ill
~
/
d~ivll()~
14.9)
Now
[dh], [d(]
can
be defined
analogously
to
(4.4);
for
example,
I
=
/[dh]A
e~~~~~llhjjj
(4.10)
To
finish
specifying
[dli]
we
need the
Jacobian
/T[u].
We
compute
this
in
appendix
A,
but
it
is
easy
to
see
that
we may
neglect this factor altogether for
the calculation
of
section 6.
First,
since
(4.8,
4.9),
and
all other
metrics involve
u
only through the induced
metric
gzj,
/T[u]
does
not
involve the extrinsic
curvature
and
so
cannot
renormalize
terms
like
(3.8)
directly(~~).
Second,
we
will ultimately do
a
saddle-point
expansion in
the
stiffness
Ko
IT
appearing in
(3.4).
The factor
/T, being
purely
geometrical
in
character, has
no Ko
dependence. Feynman-graph
vertices arising
from
it
will, when
inserted
into
a
loop graph,
add
a
propagator
and
so
increase
its
order
in
T/Ko
by
at
least
one power.
Thus, the
effects of
/T[u]
on
the renormalization of the
chiral coupling
(and
indeed that of
K
as
well) will
only begin
to
appear
at two
loops(~~).
Hence
we
will
ignore
/T[u].
Similarly different choices of the
constant
~
in
(4.4)
change
our answers
by the product
over
all
points
of
$/~,
which
again
is intrinsic
and Ko-independent and
so
does
not
affect
~,
c*
to
one-loop order.
(~~)
£T
does affect
the
area
term
in
(3.4)j
see
appendix
B.
(~~)
Polyakov makes
a
similar observation
in conformal
gauge
[22].
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4.3
EFFECTIVE
ACTION.
We
would like
to
summarize
the
effects of fluctuations
on
short
scales
by
renormalization of
the couplings. To
one
loop
accuracy
this
is
straightforward.
First
recall how
to
summarize all fluctuations
in
an
"effective
action"
r[fi].
For
any
imposed fi
we
distort
our
system
in
such
a way as
to
ensure
that
the expected value of
u
equals the
given
fi.
We then
calculate
the
logarithm
of the
partition
function
Z
for
this distorted
system
and
call that
r[fi].
For
example,
if
fi
obeys the variational
equations
extremizing
H[u]
then
to
one
loop
accuracy we can
simply distort the functional integral
by
imposing the boundary
condition
vii)
=
fi(()
on
the edge of
our
surfacej
see
[39].
More generally
we
can
introduce
a
source
term
f
ju
into H[u] where
j(()
is
a
2-form
chosen
to
ensure
(viol
=
iii)
and let
P[fi]
=
-T log
Z[j]
f
jfi.
In
practice
these words
are easy
to
carry
out
to
one
loop order. We simply
write
ulf)
=
fill)
+
hit)
14.ll)
land
later
when
we
include
tilt
flit)
=
Ill)
+
(lf)
14.12)
as
well) and
substitute these
into
H. Then taking the
source
j
to
be minus
the
coefficient of
the
terms
linear
in
h (I.e.,
dropping
such terms)
gives
our
H'
=
H
+
f
iv
an
extremum at
the
desired
fi.
Computing
with
H',
in
saddle-point
approximation
(VI
is just
the
extremum
as
desired.
(To
higher
orders
H'
is
not
quite what
we
want.)
Calculating
our
saddle-point
integral
now
with
H',
we may
drop all
terms
cubic
and
higher
in
h.
Accordingly
let
us
define
a
quadratic form
QG
(hi
by
Hjfi
+
hi
=
Hjfij
+
ilinear
in
h)
+
Qvjhj
+
Oih~j
j4.13)
Thus
Q&
depends
on
the
chosen background fi. We
wish
to
compute
rjiij
=
Hjiij
T
log
/jduje-Q+lU-~l/T
j4.14)
The functional integral
can
then be calculated
in
Gaussian
approximation,
as
follows.
Abstractly, when
we
have
a
Gaussian
integral
of
a
quadratic form
Q(u)
on
a
vector
space
V,
1"
/
[di7]8~Q~~)
V
we
need
to
specify
a measure
[du]
on a
V
before
we can
assign
an answer
to
I.
One
way
to
do
this
is
to
stipulate that
I
=
[du]e~Q°~~)
(4.15)
for
some
fixed
reference Qo.
Then
we
simply have that
I
=
det
~~/~tJ,
where
O is
the
linear
operator
defined by(~°)
Ql»)
=
Iv,
O»)o
14.16)
in
the
inner
product corresponding
to
Qo. In
our
problem
we
don't
really
have
a
Gaussian
integral, but
we
are
making
a
Gaussian
approximation about
fi.
Thus
(4.10)
plays
the
role of
(4.15) with
Qo(h)
=
((h(((
from
equation
(4.8).
(~°) Note that Q
itself
has
no
determinantj
only the
ratio
O
of
two
quadratic forms has
a
well-defined
determinant.
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Our
formula
(4.14)
for the
one-loop
effective
action
thus
becomes(~~)
rjiij
=
Hjiij
+
~'log
dot
o~
,
j4.17)
where
tJj relates
the
quadratic
bit
Q&
of
H[u]
near
fi
to
the metric
Qo~&
"
((h(([.
We
have
elaborated this
well-known formula because the
metric is
itself [-dependent;
simply attempting
to
take
the determinant of Qp
gives
the
wrong
answer.
This
[-dependence
is
the only
vestige
of the
Liouville
correction
(see
Appendix A)
visible
to
one-loop order.
When
we
wish
to
summarize
only
certain modes
our
strategy
is
similar. We
just restrict
our
functional
integrals,
and
ultimately the functional
determinant in
(4.17),
to
short-wavelength
modes. In
principle
the
correct
way
to
do this
is
to cut
off invariantly
using
the
3-space
distance
A~~,
e.g.
retain
only
modes whose
eigenvalues
for
the covariant
Laplacian
A
=
g~J
Vi
Vj exceed
A~.
Fortunately, however,
to
our
required
accuracy we
will
see
in section
6
that
a
simpler
prescription
suffices (in
Appendix B this
correction
will however be
crucial).
We
will extend
all the
foregoing
to
include tilt. The validity
of
this procedure
may
need
some
comment.
By expanding
@(()
around
a
background
#
(eventually
taken
to
be
zero
be-
low),
we
seem
to
be
assuming
long-range order
in
the angular variable and
doing
spin-wave
approximation.
But
we
know from the XV model
not to expect
true
long-range
order, and
the
spin-wave approximation
can
be misleading. Indeed with
stiffness
K
we
can
compute
the
two-point
function
by
expanding
in
powers
to
to get
jcosjojx)
ojo)))
«
i
jT/2«K)
jog
jxj
+
,
j4.18)
which
seems
to
show
long-range
order, while
actually the
low-temperature
result
is
(x(
~~/~"~
The
point
of
course
is
that these
expressions
actually
agree
for short lengths, and
what
we
compute
in
an
RG calculation
is
the effect only
of short-length modes. To
get
the full
answer
we
could either
sum
an
infinite
set
of
terms,
or
compute
the anomalous dimension for
cos
by
a
lowest-order
expansion in
and then solve the
RG
equation,
which effectively
sums
the
same
set
of logs and
gives
the
same
power-law behavior. Similarly the beta
function
we
want
for
c(
can
be accurately computed by
an
expansion in
fluctuations of about
zero.
One
may
ask whether
it is
possible
to
compute
the tilt
part
of
our
functional
determinant
using
the trick used
in
[43]
for hexatic order. In
the latter
case
the only
coupling of in-plane
order
to
shape
is
through the induced
metric, and this led
to
considerable simplification.
In
our case
couplings
like (3.7,
3.8) couple tilt
to
extrinsic
geometry
and
we
must
evaluate the
determinant explicitly.
4. 4
SOME
EXPANSIONS.
We need
to
evaluate
our
bare Hamiltonian
(3.4,
3.6-3.8)
in
Monge
gauge,
then expand
it
about
some
background configuration
(fi,@) to get
its
quadratic
part
Q~g,n[h,(].
Here
h,
(
are
the small
fluctuationsj
see
(4.ll-4.12).
Our
answer
(4.14)
can
be
expanded
in
powers
of
fi,
#
about
a
flat, ordered
surface with fi
e
0,
#
m
0
(see
the end of the
previous
subsection).
As
we
shall
see we
will
only need the
first few
terms
of this
expansion.
Accordingly
in
this
subsection
we
will
carry
out
our
calculation
of
Q(p,#)
only
to
low orders
in
fi,
@.
Equations
(3A, 3.6-3.8)
contain
a
lot
of
terms.
To
make the problem manageable
we
will
severely
truncate
the theory by
setting
the couplings
~i',
aj
and
Pi all
equal
to
zero.
Cer-
tainly this
is
mathematically
consistent.
All
of the retained
terms
except
H~ enjoy
greater
(~~
In
principle this
formula could
get
modified by
field renormalization. We
show
in section
5
that
this does
not
happen.
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symmetry(~~)
than
the
ones
we
have dropped,
and
so
cannot
induce
the
latter
upon
renormal-
ization. Moreover,
since
only H~ breaks
parity, it
too cannot
induce
the
dropped
terms to
first
order
in
its
coupling ct. Since c(
is
small
we
will
only
compute
to
first
order
in it.
Physically this truncation
to
isotropic
terms
should
give
a
reasonable
qualitative
account
of
the
effect of fluctuations
on
chirality.
For
example,
it is
well known
in
the XV model
that the
~i'
term
is
less relevant than the retained
~i
term
[44].
We
now
need
a
little differential
geometry.
We
set
I
=
I
and substitute
the
Monge
gauge
parameterization
(4.5)
into the
fornlulas
for
the
various
geometrical
quantities
defined
in section
3.
The
metric
tensor
is
given exactly by
gzj
=
6zj
+
ujuj,
(4.19)
where
vi
e
3zu.
To the
order required, the
inverse metric
tensor
and
the
volume
element
are
g~J
=6jj
uiuj
+
tJ(u~)
(4.20)
fi
=I
+
~uz~
~uz~uj~
+
tJ(u~).
(4.21)
2 8
As mentioned earlier, repeated
indices
are
summed
using
6zj.
We have already
given
the Monge
gauge
expression
for
our
choice
of
the
frame
e~~
(see
(4.6)).
We
mentioned that
given
a
physical configuration
one
of
the ingredients allowed
in the
Hamiltonian
density
is
a
covariant
derivative. While
there
are many
such derivatives
on a
manifold, only
one
can
be
specified
using
only the
given
geometrical data:
the
"Levi-Civita"
connection,
characterized by the
properties
that
it
has
no
torsion
and
the
metric
tensor
is
covariantly
constant.
The
latter
condition
implies
that the
connection
is
given
by
a
covector
field Q,
sometimes
called the
'spin
connection':
Vie~
e
QzeP~ep
(4.22)
where
eP~
denotes
the
components
of
the alternating
tensor
(3.2)
in
an
orthonormal
basis
ii-e-
e~i
"
o,e~2
"
1,
etc.). The first
(no-torsion)
condition
says
that
Vzej Vjez
=
[ez,
ej]
where
on
the right
we
have the Lie
bracket. Substituting
(4.6)
and (4.22)
we
can
easily solve
for
Q:
flz
=
)e"punupz
+
tJ(u~
).
(4.23)
Finally,
we can use
the
formulas
(4.6,
4.22,
4.23)
for the frame
and connection
to compute
the
curvature tensor
in
our
orthonormal
basis:
Knp
=
n~
Vn0px~
=
unp
)u~p(u~)~
)u~(u~u~p
+
upu~~)
+
O(u~).
(4.24)
Using
(4.6, 4.19-4.24)
we
find the
truncated Hamiltonian
to
be
Htruncated
=
po
/
d2111 +
)uz2
(uz2uj2)
+
(°
/
d~fllAU)~
Uz~lAU)~
21AU)UzUjuzjl
+
'~~°
/
d2jjoz2
oze~ku~ukz
+
uz20~2
juzoz)2
+
~uz2juki
)~
(uzuz~
)2j
2
2 4
4
~*
+
/
d~f(U12 + 6(U22
Ull
+
@Uz(l~lUlz U2U2z)
~@~(u~2
vii
~uj(uiu2j
+
u2uij
2@~u12)
,
(4.25)
3
2
(~~)
The
symmetry
sends
9(()
-+
9(()
+
ce
for
constant
a~
without
any
corresponding
change
in the
surface shape.
This is
not
just
a
3-space
rotation
nor
is there
any
physical
reason
to
impose it.
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where A
=
0z0j
is
the
flat~space Laplacian,
en
"
0,
e12
"
etc.,
and
@z
+
0z@.
We have kept
terms
with
at most
four
powers
of
the
fields.
Our
aim
is
to get
the
renormalized
coefficient
c]~
of
)
f d~(@%~ezjltJi%~
,
the
chiral
term
in
the
effective
action
(4.17)j
fi,%
are
the
background
fields.
Since
we
included
every
term
that could arise
except
for
total derivatives,
He~
must
have
the
same
form
as
Htruncated with
new
values
for
the
coefficients
pe~, ~e~
etc.
(We show in
the
next
section
that there is
no
need
to
rescale the field
fi
to
recover
the original
functional form of
Htrunca~ed, I.e.
there is
no
field
renormalization.)
For
example,
we can
read
off
~e~
as
the coefficient of
)(Afi)~~
the simplest
subterm
in
the
expansion
of
@(Trk)~
(see
(4.25)). Similarly
we
would like
to
read off
c]~
as
the coefficient of the
simplest chiral subterm
)fi12
in He~,
but
now a
problem
seems
to
arise.
For
one
thing this
subterm is
a
total derivative
and
so
vanishes with
periodic boundary
conditions
whatever
its
coefficient.
We
address this
problem by
giving c(
a
fictitious spatial
dependence for intermediate
stages
of
the
calculation.
Thus,
we
will replace
c(
by
c~
f~
where
f
=
cos(p.()
and
p~
is
a
small wavenumber. We
will
evaluate He~
on
the particular
background
configuration
fi
=
fro
cos(p
()
so
that
c]~
emerges
as
the
coefficient of
-)piP2fio cos~(p ().
Even with this trick,
our
procedure
may
not
correctly give
us
c]~
if there
are
neglected
total
derivative
terms
which also
start
off
as
fi12
in
an
expansion
in
fi
and
@.
In
that
case
only
part
of
the coefficient of
fi12
will be
c]~;
the
rest
will be
the
effective
coupling
for
the other,
neglected,
total derivative
term.
However,
the only chiral
total derivative
term
is
e~jvzmJ,
which
involves
only
even
powers
of
the
height and
so can
not
impersonate
our
subterm
u12.
Now that
we
know what
we
want to
compute,
the
next step
is
to
substitute
u
=
u +
h,
=
#
+
(
into
(4.25)
to get
the quadratic form Qu#(h,
(]
(4.13).
Q will be
of
the
form
Quoih
0
-
if
d~iAih,0 (1
1)
(1)
14.26)
where
(( j
=
A~tJ~j
is
a
matrix
of differential
operators
depending
on
the
background
fields
u
and
#.
We
have
pulled
out
a
factor
of
)~oA~@
in
accord with
our
definition
of
Gaussian
integrals
(4.8)
and
(4.16).
The
expressions
for
the elements
of
this matrix
are
quite
lengthy;
since
we are
only
interested
in
the
renormalization
of
c(
(and
po
in
App.
B)
we
will
not
write
the
terms
involving
#.
For convenience
we
will
separate
the
terms
into
A
=
Ao
+
Ai
+
A~,
etc.
where
Ao is
the
part
of A
independent of
fi,
#,
and the
parameter
c(
A~ is
tJ(c(),
and
Ai
contains
the
rest
of
the
terms,
which
we carry
only
out to
second
order
in
fi. Even
this
is
more
than we'll need
we
quote
this
many
terms
because
they
are
useful
in
other calculations.
After
some
straightforward
algebra
we
find
(~
c
~2
Eg~
o1
°
~°
=
9
~
(4.27)
° °
°
~'f
Ai
=
~
fii~A~
+
3~(Afi)~0~ A(fi~)~A
+
20~fi~(Afi)A
+
40n(Afi)fi~0~0~
2 2
2
2Afi~fin0~0n
+
20~(Afi)fi~n0n
+
40~finfi~nA
+
~y
j-(a~i«ap)2a~
+
(a~api«~)2anap
a~«~«apanap
(ana~«afipapa~
+
(3nfin~fip~3p
+
)3pfinfin~0p0~
+
(3nfipfi~~0p0~j
+
A~
~~°
~~)
~~~~~
~
~~~~"~~~~
~
~"~"~~~~~
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~~
~'~
~"~~~~~~"
~
~"~"~~~~
~
~~~~~~~~
Ci
"
~'i
(-0p0nfi~e~p0n
+
0~fipne~p0nj
2
Di
"
~'i
(0~e~pfi~0p0n
+
0nfip~e~p0~j
(4.28)
2
Similarly
carrying
the chiral
terms out
only
to
first
order
in
fi,
A~
=
~~
(01ffi~020~
+
0~
iii
020~
+
01ffi2~0~
+
II
-
2)j
2Ko
~
~~
(a
2
f
a
2
fj
*
2Ko
~ ~
D~
=
~'
f
a~~
ai~]
2Ko
B~
=
~~~
ffi12
(4.29)
Ko
In these formulas the derivatives
not
in
parentheses
act
on
everything
to
the
right.
Care
must
be taken when integrating by
parts to
get
these formulas
since
f
can
get
differentiated.
All
that
remains
is
to
expand the
logarithm of det tJ~j
to
first order
in
c(
to
get
c]~.
But
first
we
digress
to
discuss
field
renormalization
and the
area
term.
5.
Field renormalization and the
area
term.
5. I
A
WARD IDENTITY.
The Hamiltonian
(3A,
3.6-3.8)
is
the
most
general local
expression
of low dimension
operators
respecting
the
symmetries
of
a
lipid
bilayer.
If this Hamiltonian
is
expanded
in
a
powers
series
in
the fields
u
and
@,
certain
coefficients of this
expansion will be
related by the
symmetry;
e.g.
the coefficient of
uj~uj~ is the
coefficient
of
ui~
(see
(4.25)).
The
coefficients
in the expansion
of
He~ in fi
and
#
likewise
must
be
related,
since
the
measure
and
the cutoff both
respect
all the
symmetries.
However,
it is
possible
that
a
rescaling
of fields
may
be
necessary
to
recover
the original
relationships
among
the
coefficients,
I-e- there
may
be
a
need for field
renormalization,
as
in
the
usual nonlinear
sigma
model
[44].
In
this
section
we
prove
that rotational
invariance
implies
that
there
is
no
field
renormalization of
u.
While
this
fact
is
known
[20,
47,
48],
we
think
it
deserves
some
discussion.
Intuitively,
it
is clear
that rotational
invariance
prevents
field renormalization
in
our
choice of
gauge:
if the height field
x~
if
=
u(()
gets
rescaled,
then
by
rotational
invariance the
other
two
coordinates
x~>~
must
get
rescaled
as
well.
But this rescaling would
spoil
the
inhomogeneous
Monge
gauge
condition
(4.5).
Let
us
make this
intuition
more
precise.
We will
give
a
simple nonperturbative
argument
that
proves
that
there
is
no
field
renormal-
ization
of the height
field
u
in
Monge
gauge, even
in
the
presence
of
all the couplings of
(3A,
3.6-3.8).
(We will
not
need
to
investigate
the
tilt
field.) This
argument
closely
follows
the
reasoning in
[49,
50].
We will consider
a square
frame of physical
dimensions L
x
L
and impose
the
boundary condition
of vanishing height
u
at
the
boundary.
For
simplicity
we
will
suppress
the
tilt
fields from
the
following
formulas.
The original
Hamiltonian
H[x(()]
is
rotationally
invariant.
Thus
casting
it into
Monge
gauge
the
functional
form of
H[u(()]
must
be independent
of
which Monge
gauge we
choose,
I.e.
which plane
in
space
we
choose
to
measure
the height
u.
The
functional
measure
and
cutoff
are
likewise rotationally
invariant,
and
so
the
effective Hamiltonian He~
must
also have
this
property.
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We
will examine
the
same
physical surface
in
two
different
Monge
gauges,
leading
to
two
different height
fields
u,
fi.
Requiring He~[u]
=
He~[it]
will
give
certain relationships
among
the
various
terms
of
(3A, 3.6-3.8)
in
an
expansion
in
u.
In particular,
we
will
see
that
these
relationships
are
identical
to
those
in
the
original
Hamiltonian,
H,
so no
field rescaling
is
needed.
Let
us
consider
a
surface with cylindrical
symmetry(~~),
so
that
u((~)
m
u((~),
and let the
new
plane
defining the
new
Monge
gauge
be the old
plane,
rotated
about
the
(~-axis
by
an
angle
#
(see
Fig.2).
Then
u((~)
is
the perpendicular distance from P
to
the original
plane~
while
fi(('~
is
the perpendicular distance from
P'
to
the rotated plane.
Thus
('~
=
(~
cosifi
fi(('~
=
(~ sin
ifi
+
6
,
(5.1)
Wh~~~
5
cos
~t
=
viii
+
6
sin
~t)
Solving,
we
find that
blf~l
=
ulf~l
+
tfiulf~lu'lf~)
+
tfi~llUlf~)
+
u'lf~)~ulf~)
+
lU"lf~)ulf~)~l
+
Oltfi~)
,
15.21
Where
U~
%
@
etc.
P
P'
i
v
Fig.
2.
Side
view of membrane and rotated
reference
axes.
Rotation
invariance
now says
that
H[u((~
Ii
=
H[fi(('~
Ii.
Since
H
is
local
we
thus have
IL
L
Lcos~
L
~jl ~j2~j jjl
j2jj
~j/1
~j12~j-jj/1
j12jj
U
,
"
U
,
0
for
some
universal functional
7i
(here
(~
=
(~).
Expanding 7l
in
derivatives this
says
that
IL
~~i ~jv,
vi,.
=
~~°~
~
di~~
7~lUif'~~
ii
15.31
o
jL~
~~~~i~~j-jjii
~
-'ii~4
=
~
co ~
@°
(~~)
There is
no
loss
of generality here. Ternw in the e?ective
action
involving b2u
are
related
to
the
ones
retained
here
by
in-plane
rotation
invariance.
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Let
us
compare on
both
sides
the
terms
which
can
be
brought
to
the
form
iv')"
by
parts
integration.
Such
terms
can
only
arise
from
the
area
term
of (3.4)
(and
similarly
when
we
introduce
tilt)
call them
~i
"
/~0
+
/~2(/)~
+
jL4(U')~
+
Thus
the
ratio
of
any
two
pn
will tell
us
about field
renormalization, since
in
the
original H
we
have
p2
"
)PO, etc.
Substituting (5.2)
into
(5.I)
and then
into
(5.3),
we
at
once
find
at
tJ(ifi)
that He~
has
p4
"
-(P2,
and
at
tJ(ifi~)
that
p2
"
)PO-
Thus there
is
no
field
renormalization,
as
claimed.
We
could
continue
in
this
way
to
find
the other
p-type
coefficients;
what
we
would
find
is
that the
terms
with
as
many
derivatives
as
height fields
enter
the effective
Hamiltonian
only
through the
invariant
combination
Po
/
d21wm.
5.
2
OTHER
GAUGES.
The absence
of field renormalization
in
Monge
gauge
is just
a man-
ifestation
of
a more
general idea:
physical
3-space
distances do
not
scale
anomalously under
the appropriate
renormalization
group
transformation,
since
it
too
is
a
scaling of
3-space dis-
tances.
In
any
gauge
the
fields
x(()
take values
in
physical
space, so
when
we
scale
distances
by
a
factor
of
b,
x --
bx.
The
coordinates
(
themselves live
in
an
unphysical
parameter
space
and
so
don't
have
any a
priori
transformation
law.
Thus
the situation
is just
the
reverse
of
the usual
nonlinear
sigma
model: here
the
spin
field
s(()
takes
values
in
some
internal
space
and
its
scaling
is
not
so
obvious, while
(~
have
values in ordinary
space.
So
we
would
expect to
find
no
field renormalization
in
any
gauge
(apart
from
a
canonical dimension if
we
choose
to
rescale
everything
to
restore
the
original
cutoff).
Let
us
digress
slightly
to
make this
intuition
more
precise.
Monge
gauge
is
an
inhomogeneous
gauge
in
the
sense
that
(4.5)
contains
a
dimensionful
parameter
I;
thus
a
single
term
of the
covariant
H
(3A)
will give rise
to
terms
of
varying
degree
in
u,
even
though each
term
of (3A)
is
homogeneous
in
x.
(We
obscured
this by
choosing units
with I
=
I
in
(4.25) and
elsewhere.)
Hence
we
cannot
rescale
u
at
will; simply
calculating
He~[fi]
and
inspecting
different
subterms
of
the
area
term
suffices
to
determine
what
rescaling of
fi
if
any
is
required. In appendix B
we
sketch
such
an
explicit
calculation,
but the previous
subsection arrived
at
a
more
general
conclusion
by
exploiting
a
symmetry
transformation
(5.1-5.2)
which
was
also inhomogeneous
in
u.
Other popular
gauge
conditions
are
homogeneous, however.
For
example,
normal
gauge
requires
ix I)
Big
=
0
I
m
1,
2
(5.4)
where
R
is
an
arbitrary
reference surface.
Equation
(5.4)
contains
no
constant
like
I, and
indeed
it
is
well known
that after one-loop
integration
of
the fast
modes
H~~[R
has
the
same
functional
form
as
the original H
[51],
and
in
particular
retains
its
form
under rescaling of
R.
Since
such
a
rescaling
will affect
the
effective
values
of dimensionful
couplings like
pe~,
c(,
we
need
some
other
means
to
determine how much
if
any
rescaling
of
x
is
needed.
The idea
of renormalization
is
that
if
one
cut-off field
theory
represents
the
continuum
limit
of discrete
constituents
of
some
size
A~~,
then
we can
find another equivalent
field theory
rep-
resenting
new,
effective
constituents
of physical
size
(bA)~~
>
A~~.
For the latter
(decimated)
theory
to
reproduce the
long-scale
results
of the
former
one,
all coupling
constants
correspond-
ing
to
intrinsic properties
of
the
molecules
must
be given
new
renormalized values. The
new
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values
are
not
known
a
priorly
we
must
solve
for them. So these
terms
won't help
us
find
out
how the
field
rescales.
Instead
we
need
to
consider
the coupling of
some
ezternal thermody-
namic
force
to
the
system,
one
whose
meaning is
clear both for the original
contituents
and
for the larger
effective
ones.
Looking
at
(3A),
at
first
it
seems
that the
area
coefficient
po
is
an
appropriate
choice,
as
it is
usually
interpreted
as an
applied
chemical
potential for
a
reservoir
of amphiphiles; if the
effective
constituents
are
b~~
times
as
big
as
the original
ones,
their
free
energy
cost
should
also be
b~~
as
great.
But
really
po
is
a
free
energy
cost
per
molecule divided
by
the
area per
molecule,
and
it is
not
clear how the latter
quantity, intrinsic
to
the molecules, behaves under
decimation.
After
all the
decimated surface
is
the best
approximation
to
the
original
one
made
with the
coarser
moleculesj
it
will
have
smaller
area
if the original surface
is
rough
on
the scale
of
the
cutoff. So indeed
we
expect
p
to
suffer
nontrivial renormalization, which
we
need
to
compute.
Thus
the
area
term cannot
be used
to
fix
the rescaling
of
x.
Fortunately
another, independent, thermodynamic force
term
is
available which
is
purely
extrinsic
to
the
constituents:
We
can
confine
our
membrane
to
a
frame of
physical
size
L
via
a
boundary condition like
x~(0,(~)
=
0,
x~11,
(~)
=
L,
etc.
Of
course
L
means
the
same
thing
for both the original
constituents
and the larger
effective
ones:
each
must
make
a
net
spanning
the
same
physical frame. So
we
must not
rescale
x as
part
of
our
RG transformation
(except
possibly
for
the trivial
canonical rescaling mentioned
above).
This
is in
fact
the
formulation
used
for example by David and Leibler
(their
Eq. 21)
[51]
in
normal
gauge,
and Polyakov
[22]
in
conformal
gauge.
The
above remarks
just
amount to
an
elaboration of the
argument at
the beginning of the
subsection:
x
really lives
in
physical
space,
where external probes
can
literally
measure
its
length. So
we
have
no
freedom
to
give
x an
anomalous dimension.
5.3
po
IS
O(T).
We
argued above that the
area
coefficient
po
will
get
nontrivially
renor-
malized. We
now
want to
argue
that for
our purposes
it
suffices
to
neglect the
area
term
completely,
I.e.
we may
take
po
"
0
altogether. At first this
seems
to
contradict
our
"natural-
ness"
argument,
which by dimension
counting gives
po
a
natural value of order
an
electron volt
times
A~.
To
see
why this
expectation is
wrong, we
again
begin with
an
intuitive discussion.
Physically
we
work
in
a
fixed-area
ensemble. A
certain
number of amphiphiles
are
put
in
water
and
form surfaces of
total
area
A
proportional
to
the
fixed
number of molecules. We
may
find
it
more
convenient
to
work instead
in
an
ensemble of fixed
area
cost
po,
later performing
a
Legendre
transform back
to
fixed A
by
choosing
po
so
that
surfaces
of
area
A dominate
the statistical
sum.
Now
examine
the free
energy
H~hape.
On
one
hand, the
area
term wants
the surface
area
to
shrink without limit;
it is
happiest
at
zero
size.
On the other hand,
we
don't
want to
omit
this
term
altogether,
as
then
surfaces
of all possible
areas
would
enter
the
statistical
sum
due
to
the scale
invariance
of
the
curvature term.
Clearly what
we
want
is
to
choose
a
value of
po
on
the order of
TA~~,
so
that this
term
begins
to
hurt for surfaces of
size
A.
For
large A this value of
po
is
negligible compared
to
the "natural"
size
A~.
The above
argument
neglects the effects of fluctuations. If
we
set
po
to
zero
our
system
may
nevertheless induce
an
effective
area
term
due
to
the
fact
that highly corrugated surfaces
have
a
lot of
entropy.
Indeed David
and
Leibler have shown
that
the
appropriate
condition
for
freely-floating surfaces
is
not
po
=
0
but rather that the renormalized
area
coefficient
evaluated
at
the
size
of
the
system
be
zero
[51]
(or
rather
A~~,
which
is tiny
compared
to
A~). This
pe~
is
the
area
coefficient of
the
full effective
Hamiltonian with all
fluctuations
integrated
out;
setting it
close
to
zero
therefore
allows
very
large surfaces
to
dominate the full statistical
sum,
as
desired.
If
/7
exceeds
the
persistence
length
(p
of the
system
then
corrugations
are very
important
and this condition
may
indeed
require
a
large value of
po oc
A~.
If this happens then
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our
entire
perturbation theory
breaks down
since (p is the scale where
T/Ko
~J
I.
The path
integral
is
then
dominated by spiky
configurations
and
is
not
truly two-dimensional
at
all
[52].
In
our
systems,
however,
we
know experimentally that shape
fluctuations
are
not
yet
large
on
the scale
of
our
structures(~~).
Then
we
expect
that the required
value
of
po,
while
not
zero,
will be suppressed by
one power
of
temperature.
In appendix B
we
review
the calculation
of
pe~
to
one
loop
and
indeed find that
A2
pe~((bA)~~
=
po
Tq log
b~~
(5.5)
for
b
close
to
unity,
plus less-divergent
terms.
The bare value of the
area
term
must
therefore
be of
the form
po
"
floTA~,
where
lio
is
a
dimensionless
number of order
unity.
6.
Renormalization
of
the chiral coupling.
We finally
turn
to
the calculation
of
the
effective
chiral coupling c]~((bA)~~), which
summarizes
the effect
on
chirality of fluctuations
with
wavevectors
between
bA
and
A.
As mentioned
in
section 3.3,
there
is
no
need
to
include total derivative
terms
in
this
cal-
culation since
these
terms
cannot
induce bulk
terms
like
c(. One
can
see
this
by
noting
that
since
we
are
eliminating only
short-wavelength
modes,
we
can
choose
a
basis
for
these modes
consisting
of
wavepackets
with
support
only
in
the
bulk.
In this
basis
it is
clear that boundary
terms cannot
lead
to
fluctuation-induced
bulk
terms,
since
the boundary
terms
are
strictly
zero.
Bulk
terms
can
however
lead
to
fluctuation-induced
boundary
terms;
that
is why
we
had
to
worry
about
induced chiral boundary
terms
mimicking
our
bulk
boundary
term
in
section
4A.
We claimed
in section 5.3
that the
area
coefficient
po
will
not
contribute
to
the
one
loop
result
for
c]~, since
po,
being
induced
by fluctuations,
is
already
tJ(T).
We will
see
this
explicitly
in
our
calculation.
Also,
we
argued
in section
2
that since
the
chirality of typical
membrane
lipid molecules is
a
rather
minor
aspect
of their shape,
we
expect
c(
to
be
small
compared
to
the
cutoff.
Our task
is
therefore
to
expand
(
log det Ogj, the
operator
appearing
below
(4.27),
to
first
order in c(.
More precisely,
we
want
the contribution
to
this determinant
from modes
between
the cutoff A
and
a
slightly smaller cutoff bA.
We
review
the
meaning
of
such determinants
in
appendix
B. As discussed
in section 4.3,
we
only need
to
carry
He~
out
to
O(fi).
We
will
not
write
the c(-independent
terms.
The desired
terms
of
the
expansion
are
therefore
T~y
j
~~
A-4
Ao Co
~
~
Ao
Co
~
Al
+
A~
Cl
+
C~
2
Do Bo
Do Bo Di+D~ Bi+B~
=const
+
(Tr
~~~
)~~
~
_~~_~
~*
j*
~'i
* *
+
)
(~))
(2)l~
~~~
)~~
~
_~-~~-i
~~
)
2 1
~ ~
x
~~
)~~ _(
~_~
~~
~~
(6.
II
~'i
i
1
(~~)
In
fact for
a
nonchiral membrane
with in-plane order the
persistence
length
is
infinite
due
to
a
line of fixed
points
at
weak coupling and
low tension
[33].
Technically this
is
our
real
point of
departure from
string
theory, which
assumes
[22,
39]
that there is
no
fixed point,
so
that
we
flow
to
strong
coupling
(a
fixed
point of
zero
stiffness and
high
tension).
Chirality destabilizes
this line
of
fixed points, but
at
weak chirality
we
still
expect to
stay
close
to
a
weakly-coupled fixed
point.
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h
or
(
h
*
*
i
Fig.
3.
Feynman graphs representing
the first
term
in the expansion
of the logarithm.
Fig.
4.
Feynman
graph representing
the
second
term
in the
expansion of the logarithm.
Here
Ao
etc.
are
defined
in
(4.28), Al
etc.
in
(4.29),
and
A~
etc.
in
(4.26).
In
the first
term
on
the
r.h.s.
we
need
A~
etc. to
tJ(fi).
This
term
can
thus be
represented by
the Feynman graphs
of figure
3.
In the
second
term
we
keep A~
etc. to
zeroth
order
in fi since
Al
etc.
are
already
tJ(fi).
This
gives
a
graph with
two
propagators,
figure
4. Consider
first figure
3:
T~y
lA~
ftAl-~
A~
c~
2
~'f~~/h~~
D~ B~
~
C~
~~y
~2
/~0
~~-i
~o
2
Ko
x
()
(01(ffi~)
+
0~(
iii
))320~
+
)
ffi2~010~
+
II
-
2)j
+
2~i~~A~~ ffi12
(6.2)
The
first
two terms
of
(6.2)
are
truly
total
derivatives, and
may
be dropped.
We have
also
used
rotation
invariance
to
drop
terms
with
an
odd number of derivatives
not
differentiating
fi
or
f.
Rotation invariance
also lets
us
replace
310~
by
)bi~A.
In
(6.2)
we
should
use
the eigenvalues of the
covariant
Laplacian
to
regulate the
trace.
As
described
in
appendix B, these
can
be relate(
to
the eigenvalues
of
the
flat
Laplacian using
perturbation theory.
Since
the height fi
enters
the
covariant
Laplacian through
the
metric
jjj,
the
errors we
make
here
are
of
tJ(fi~)
and do
not
affect
our
result. Hence
(6.2)
becomes
(~.~)
"
)
) /
~~~
~~'
~
~'f
~~~12~~
/~
~~2
~2
/E%
~
~~~~~
~~ ~~
0
bA
~o
If
we
write
po
=
floTA~
as
in section
5.3
and
note
that b
is
close
to
unity (I.e. work
to
first
order
in
log
b~~),
then the k-integral
is
easfly computed
to
give
(6.2)
=
-$~
~°~
j~
/
d~(()
+ 2~t~~
)fi12f. (6A)
«~o
I
+
~T
Note that the
divergence
of
(6.4)
is
logarithmic,
not
linear
as
might be
expected by
a
naive
application
of
the
power-counting
rules
of
section 3.
Since the coupling ci
is
the only
parity~
violating
coupling
in
the theory,
its
one
loop
correction
must
be
proportional
to
ci
itself.
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Dimensional analysis
therefore implies that the divergence
of each
of
the
one
loop graphs
of
figure
3
and
4 is
at most
logarithmic
(~~).
Returning
to
(6.4),
we
see as
promised
that the
po
term
gives
a
two
loop
contribution and
so a
small
effect
as
long
as
po/A~~o
<
I.
This
holds
as
long
as
Ko
»
T, I.e.
at
length scales
below the
persistence
length,
if
any.
We
now
turn to
the
graphs
represented
by
figure
4.
Again,
we
only
write
the
terms
that
induce the
fi12
term.
The second
term
of
(6.I)
contributes
T o
jA2
fl A)~~C~
0 (A~
flA)~~Cl
2
~
-~i~~A~~D~
0
-~i~~A~~DI
0
=
~~y~~Tr[jA2
l~°
A)~~C~A~~DI
+
A~~D~(A~
~°A)~~clj
2
No Ko
=
~
~~
Tr((A2
~°
A)~~(0~~
01~)fA~~(e~pfi~0pA)
2
Ko
4
Ko
+
/~
~
f(02~
°l~)(l~~
~~
l~)
~~~fl(~~Ua~°fl
~~°f1°")°a)
,
(~'~)
Ko
where
we
have
retained
only
those
terms
with
two
or
fewer derivatives
on
fi
or
f
(other
terms
are
not
divergent
and
do
not
renormalize
c(),
and
we
used
the
antisymmetry
of
e~p
to
eliminate
some
terms.
Now
we
will
evaluate these
traces
using
the particular
forms
for fi
and
f chosen
in section 4.
Passing
to
complex
notation,
we use
f
=
f~~-zp.f
fi
=fioe~l"~
(6.6)
The functional
traces
are
then
j~s~
u~
ii11
m~2kpp~e~p
j~
ip~~
ik2~
ki~~
k4
~ek2
/
~~~~°
~~~
~
~~
~~~
~~~~~
~~~+
~~~~~l
~
~~~~
~
~~~~~
~~
~~
~
j~
+
p)4
+
elk
+
jl)
It's
convenient
to
shift
the
integration
variable
in
the second integral
of
(6.7) k
+
p -+
k.
We
do
not
shift the
range
of
integration;
the
error
incurred
is
of
the
form
/~[F(k)
F(k
p)]d~k
=
/~
p
$d~k
+
tJ(p~).
(6.8)
bA bA
Since the integrand F of the second integral
in
(6.7)
is
of the
form
g(p)/k~
+
O(I/k~)
(g
is
some
function of
p),
the
difference
(6.8)
will be
of
order
I
IA.
The second
integral
in
(6.7)
is
thus
(~~)
This
situation
is to
the
renormalization
of
the
mass
term
in
quantum
electrodynamics:
the
ass
term
o~§~§
is
the
only
term
that
breaks
the
U(I)
chiral
ymmetry; therefore,
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where
once
again
terms
of
tJ(A~~)
have
been dropped.
Expanding
(jj p)2
~
@
~
~j
~
~~~~
and
using
j~
d~k
k~kpk~k~
I
j~
d~k
I
bA
127r)~
k~lk~
+
flk~)
8
bA
127r)~
k~
+
t
x
(6~pb~~
+
bmbp~
+ bn~bp~)
we
find
that
(6.9)
is
simply
or
(see
(6.6))
~~'~~
4~o
~~
i~
/
~~~~~~~'
~~'~~~
The first
integral
of
(6.7)
can
be
evaluated
in
a
similar
way
to
give
a
contribution
of
~
~°
~°~~
d~(ffi12. (6.ll)
4jrKo
l
+
Q~
Once
again
we see
that
the
po
counterterm
leads
to
a
two
loop contribution;
we
will
ignore it
henceforth. The
total
contribution
to He~,~,
the chiral
part
of the
one
loop effective Hamilto-
nian,
from (6.4,
6.10~
6.ll)
is
~
~
~
~*
/
~~~~~
&
i°~b~)fii~.
j~~~~
Our final result
is that
the
effect of fluctuations
on
chirality
may
be summarized by
omitting
them but replacing
c(
by
c(~,
where
d(~gb~~
$$o'f
~~'~~~
We
make
no errors
to
one
loop in
(6.13) if
we
replace
Ko
and
~y
by their
effective
valuesj
note
that c( does
not
enter
into
the
one
loop
corrections
of
Ko
and
~y.
We recall that
for
hexatic
membranes the stiffness
~y
does
not get
renormalized(~~), (just
like
in
the flat XY
model),
while the
stiffness
Ko
can
get
stabilized
at
some
large
value
[33,
43].
Similarly
in
our
truncated
model
we
will
assume
that
Ko
arrives
at
the
fixed
line
(K~y)e~
=
4Ke~.
Integrating
(6.13)
leads
to
~l~(b~~)
"
(b~~)~~/~~~~"~l
<
~l'
(6'14)
The
effective chirality
decreases
as
fluctuations
are
integrated
out.
The
result
(6.14)
should
not
be
regarded
as
a
temperature
dependence
of
the effective chiral
coupling
since bare
parameters
like
c(
have
some
unknown
dependence
on
temperature.
Rather, (6.14)
gives the
scale depen-
dence
of the
effective
chiral
coupling. This scale dependence
may
be
experimentally observable,
as we see
in
the
next
section.
(~~)
This is
true
as
long
as
we are
far enough
away
from
the
vortex
unbinding transition.
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7.
Tubule
radius.
The result
(6.14)
has
an
interesting
application
to
the
tubule
structures
described
in section
I.
The radius of tubules
(and
helical
ribbons)
is given
by
a
competition between chirality
and
bending stiffness.
Since
chirality tends
to
twist
up
the
membrane while stiffness
tends
to
flatten
it
out,
in
the
absence of
fluctuations
the
radius
must
be given
by
R
oc
Ko/c(, which
does have
dimensions of length(~~)
ii
2].
We
can now use
(6.14)
to
predict how thermal
fluctuations modify
the
mean
field
theory result. We
can
qualitatively
incorporate
fluctuations
by taking
the radius
R
to
be
set
by
the effective couplings that
summarize the
fluctuations
with wavelengths
between
A~~
and R itself
(R
supplies the infrared cutoff
stopping
the running
of
coupling constants)
~
~'
~e~(R)/Ci~(~)
(~.l)
Experimentally, R
can
be
quite
large,
e.g.
~J
.5
pm
ill],
while
A~~
~J
I
I.
This
large scale
discrepancy
b~~
~J
10000
can
enhance the
effects of fluctuations
in
(6,14),
offsetting
the
smallness of
T/~o.
How
could
one
test
(7.I)?
In
general
it
is
not
easy
to
adjust
bare
coupling
constants
in
a
controlled
way,
but with
c( it
is
easy.
To dial
chirality
experimentally,
one can
dilute
the chiral
molecules with
very
similar
but achiral analogs
[54].
Since
these molecules have much
the
same
shape
(the
chirality
is
very
weak),
we
expect
the non-chiral elastic couplings
describing
the
long scale
physics
of
such
a
system
to
be
the
same
as
the
corresponding couplings for
chiral molecules only,
while
c(
has decreased by the dilution fraction
e(~~).
Assuming
that
at
the
scale R,
~e~
has
arrived
at
its
fixed line,
(7.I)
says
that for
fixed
temperature
and
fixed
non-chiral
elastic
constants,
varying c(
leads
to
a
cylinder radius scaling law of the
form
j~
~
~* )-(l+T/4w~eff)
0
,
I-e-
fluctuation
effects lead
to
an
anomalous scaling law. In
terms
of the dilution
fraction
we
thus have
(reinstating
Boltzmann's
constant)
R
oc
e~~~+~B~/~"~eff)
,
(7.2)
as
promised
in
the Introduction.
In
the
above
derivation
we
ignored the
anisotropic
terms
and the total derivative
term
since
we
do
not expect
those
terms to
change
(7.2)
qualitatively. However,
we
must
justify
our
omis-
sion
of the irrelevant
terms:
even
if
we
start
with
just
the low dimension
terms
of
(3.4, 3.6-3.8)
and
a
cutoff A,
we
expect
irrelevant
terms
to
be generated
upon
integrating
out
all
fluctuations
with
wavelengths
between
A~~
and
R.
To
justify
this
omission,
we
integrate
out
the modes
with wavelengths
between
A~~
and
(A')~~
=
RI10,
say,
and then
argue
why
we
can
ignore
the
modes
in
the
last decade. We
start
with
the Hamiltonian (3.4,
3.6-3.8),
cut
off
at
A~~
~J
I
I.
General renormalization
group
ideology
assures us
that
at
weak coupling, the
effects
of
irrel-
evant
couplings
of natural
magnitude
O(eA~) (A
is
the
canonical
dimension,
e
is
an
overall
energy
scale
of about
one
eV)
can
be
reproduced by
retaining
only
the suitably
adjusted
rele-
vant
and
marginal couplings. The
errors
incurred will be
O((RA)~
for predictions
at
a
scale
R,
(~?)
The full
mean-field formula for tubule radius
also involves
the
e~ji7zmJ term,
but
its
effect
is
similar
to
that
of the bulk coupling
ct.
We
will
not
include this boundary
term,
and
so our
prediction
is
only qualitative.
Similar remarks apply
to
the
spontaneous
edge torsion
term
of
[53].
(~~)
There
are
some
problems with this scheme. The
two
types
of molecules could phase-separatej
the tubules
could become
unstable after only
a
small
amount
of
dilution.
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with
A the canonical dimension
of
the least irrelevant coupling omitted. Now
eliminate
modes
with wavelengths between the
starting
cutoff
A~~
and
some
scale
A'~~
intermediate
between
the cutoff
and the
scale
R
of
interest.
Irrelevant couplings will be generated but
with
values
that
are
O(efA'~),
I.e.
suppressed from the natural values
tJ(eA'~)
by TIE
~J
1/40.
Omitting
these thermally
induced irrelevant
terms
will induce
errors
of
tJ(f(A'R)~)
in predictions
at
the scale R. If
we
choose
A'
to
be
say
(A')~~
~J
R/10,
these
errors are
small.
At
this scale
A'
the tubules
are
still
fairly flat and
the Monge
gauge
calculation makes
sense.
We omit
the
last decade of
fluctuations
with wavelengths between
A'~~
and R. The irrelevant
operators
that
would be induced
are
again
suppressed by
TIE, while
the
effect
on
the
marginal
and relevant
operators
of this
last
decade
of fluctuations
is
to
further
renormalize them;
e.g.
c]~(R)
gets
a
factor
of10~~M"~eff
relative
to
c]~(().
This
factor simply
modifies
the
constant
of
proportionality
in
(7.2)(~~).
Therefore
it is
legitimate
to
ignore
the
irrelevant couplings
for
the
purposes
of deriving the
scaling
law
(7.2)
for the
radius of tubules.
Note
again
that the
reason
fluctuations did
not
drop
out
altogether
is
that
while
TIE is small
log(RA)
is
not.
Of
course~
in
the end this calculation
is
merely
suggestive;
the difference
between
the
three
decades
we
included and the
one
decade
we
omitted is
not great.
8.
Conclusion.
Lipid bilayer membranes freely
floating
in solvent
are
a
beautiful real-world example of
a
statistical ensemble of random shapes. At
room
temperature
these
systems
are
typically in
a
regime
where
shape
fluctuations
are
important
but still weakly coupled,
so
that
a
systematic
perturbative
expansion
of their
effects
is
possible. We have
given
a
systematic
account
of
how
to
do
such calculations,
paying
particular
attention
to
the
choice
of
integration
measure
needed
to
get
covariant (I.e.,
correct)
answers.
We
have
seen
how tilt order
is
essential
in
order for the
underlying
chirality of the
constituent
molecules
(if
any)
to
be communicated
to
the
macroscopic
structures
they form. Other
forms of
in-plane
order,
for example hexatic order, can't do the job. This result
may
be hard
to
visualize
from
the
point
of
view
of packing specific molecules,
but
we
have
seen
how
it
emerges
trivially
from
a
continuum
elasticity theory:
there
simply
are no
relevant
or
marginal
terms
available
to
carry
chirality
in
the untilted
case.
In the
tilted
case, on
the
other hand, chirality
is
the only
relevant
term,
so
eventually it
dominates the
physics. The scale
on
which
it
dominates the
physics
is
much larger
than
the cutoff, however, because
in the
systems
of
interest
the chirality
parameter
is
unnaturally
small
while
the
stiffness
is
rather
large.
This explains the
emergence
of
a
long scale
R,
the radius of helices and tubules.
The
continuum
theory also makes
it
straightforward
to compute
the effects
of
thermal fluc-
tuations
on
the
elastic couplings.
We
have
seen
that the
effective
bulk chiral
coupling
decreases
logarithmically
in
the
infrared,
leading
to
an
anomalous scaling relation between chirality
and
the
radius R.
Various interesting problems
remain.
For
example, the
techniques
in
this
paper can
be
used
to
study
the
effect
of
fluctuations
on
the
chiral
asymmetric
rippled
phases Studied
in
[9].
Another
example
comes
again
from tubule theory. As
we
approach
an
in-plane phase
transition
we
can no
longer
restrict
our
attention
to
the elastic modes. The obvious place
to
look is
at
the
chain-melting
transition:
analogous
to
the smectic-C-to-A
transition,
we
expect
the polar
angle of tilt
to
become
a
new
soft
mode. In
[26]
a
mean-field
anomalous
exponent
was
found
(~~)
That is,
oInitting
the last decade
is
permissible
since
it slides with
R
and
we
want
only the
scaling with
R. Meanwhile
the varying
number
of
decades
retained gives the
anomalous
scaling
we
seek.
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describing how the
tubule
radius R blows
up
at
this
transition. The techniques
developed
in
this
paper
should
make
it
easy
to
find fluctuation
corrections
to
this
exponent.
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Appendix
A.
Path integral
measure.
The
discussion in
this
section
is
technical,
and
most
of
it
matters
only when
we
try to
carry
calculations
beyond
one-loop
order. The
reader
not
interested
in
such niceties will probably
wish
to
skip
it
altogether.
To perform
statistical
sums we
need
to
know how
to
count
each
configuration
just
once.
Our
guiding
principles
will be
that
any measure
[dli]
defined
on
the
space
of
geometrical data
of
section 3.I,
invariant under
the physical
symmetries
of Euclidean
motions and local, will be
adequate.
Any
other
[dli'] will be related
to
[dli]
by
an
invariant, local
functional
of the fieldsj
this
discrepancy
can
be absorbed
into
the
Hamiltonian H, itself the
most
general
invariant
local
functional
of fields. Accordingly let
us
seek
one
nice
choice of
[dli].
In principle this
is
not
so
difficult.
We need
to
begin with
a
notion
of
distance
on
the
function
space
of
geometrical dataj
given
(x((), m(())
and
a
nearby
ix
+
fix,
m+6m)
we
want to
specify
invariantly how
different
they
are.
From
this
metric
on
field
space
there then
follows
a
measure
[dli]; if
the metric is
local and
invariant
so
will be the
measure.
There
are
also
two
main
subtleties
to
this
procedure. First,
the
passage
from
metric
to
measure
is in
general complicated. Neglecting
m
for
a
moment,
the
only
invariant length
we
can
ascribe
to
fix
is
((ix(((
+
/
d~(fi(bx)~
(A.I)
where
gzj
=
3zx 0jx.
Equation
(A.I)
is
a
good
starting point since
if
we
shift,
rotate,
or
reparameterize
x
and
x
+
ix the length
is
unchanged. In
fact,
since
gzj
converts
coordinate-
space
intervals
into 3-space
distances,
(A.I)
accomplishes the
objective
of
measuring
surface
fluctuations
using 3-space
distance,
similarly
to
our
cutoff philosophy
in section
2.3.
Since
ii
ii( depends
on
x
itself, however, this
metric
defines
a
complicated, nonlinear
measure.
(In
contrast,
an
ordinary scalar
field
on
curved
space
involves
lib#ll~
=
/
d~fv7lb#)~
,
lA.2)
where
gzj,
while possibly
complicated,
is
fixed and independent of the
field
#.)
Indeed, the
resulting
measure
is
the modified Liouville
measure
of David,
Distler, and Kawai
[55,
56].
More
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precisely
we
are
to
take
x,
compute
g~j,
put
it in conformal
gauge,
and
substitute
the conformal
factor
into
the DDK
measure
[57](~°).
Fortunately,
we
do
not
need all these details.
To
one
loop
accuracy we saw
in section 4
that
our
functional integrals reduce
to
Gaussian, saddle-point integrals.
To
evaluate these
it
suffices
to
know only the
metric
(A.I).
Were
we
to
work
to
higher loop order
we
would however need
the full
measure.
The
second subtlety
involves
gauge
fixing. Of
course we
never
work directly
on a space
of
geometrical data;
instead
we
need
to represent
a
surface by
some
x~(()
and
a
tilt
field
by
some
@((),
and there
are many ways
to
do this depending
on our
choice of coordinates
(~
and
frame
(e~~).
We
must
make
sure
that
our
[dli]~
expressed
in
one
"gauge,"
gives
the
same
physical
result
as
in
any
other.
Let
us
warm up
with the
easy
part
of the
problem, the
tilt-field
measure.
As
mentioned
earlier, the
three
components
of the director
m~
are
really constrained
to
just
one
angular
field
@(().
To
define
it,
for each surface
we
need
to
choose
a
field
(en
of orthonormal frames.
We make
a
specific choice
in
(4.6),
but
more
generally
note
that
a
different
choice
e[(()
=
RnP(a(())ep(()
differs by
an
angle
a(()j
the
same
tilt
field
m(()
will then be described by
an
angle
@(()
or
@'(()
=
@(() +
a(()
respectively.
We need
an
integration
measure
invariant
under
pointwise
shifts of
@(~~).
Clearly the
metric
lib@lli
=
/
d~fV7lb@)~
14.9)
analogous
to
(A.2)
above enjoys
this shift
invariance
as
well
as
invariance
under
reparame-
terization
of
x,
@,
and
b@
(in fact
it is
independent
of
@).
The associated
measure
is
thus
gauge-invariant,
so we
choose
it.
We
now
turn
to
the
more
delicate
matter
of gauge-fixing the
x
part
of the
measure.
We
want to
reduce
the redundant
measure
[dx]
for
the three degrees
of freedom
x((),
induced
by
(A.I),
to
a measure
[dli]
for
the
one
true transverse
degree of freedom. The procedure
is
well known
[58-60].
We need
to
factorize
[dx
into the product of
a
standard
measure
id
ii
on
coordinate transformations
(the
two
spurious
degrees
of
freedom)
times
the
rest,
which
we
will
call [dli]:
ldxl
=
ldfl.ld#I
lA.3)
[dli]
is
our
desired
measure.
Equations
(4.4,
A.3) define
it
once we
define
id f].
An
infinitesimal coordinate transformation
C
-+
f~lf)
=
f~
+
»~lf)
+
Ol»~) lA.4)
is
specified
by
a
small
tangent vector
field
u
to
our
surface.
We
may
take the distance
from f
to
the identity
to
be
ll~lll
"
/
d~1v7gzj©~©~
,
lA'51
(~°)
At first it
seems
paradoxical that this
measure
is
related
to
the naive
one
by
a
nonlocalfunctional
of
x,
generated
when
we
cast
gzj
into
conformal
gauge.
This
can
happen
because
(A.I)
involves
not
just
x
at
each
point
(~
but also its
derivatives. The
resulting
measure
is
not
"ultralocal,'~
i.e.
not
the
product of independent
measures
at
each
point
of
space.
Accordingly it
will be related
to
the naive
measure
(which
is
ultralocal, Eq.
(A.2))
by
a
nonlocal
functional.
(~~)
In
particular
n(()
=
~
corresponds
to
the change
m -+ -m
under which the
measure
must
be
invariant
(see Sect.
3.2).
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where
g~j
=
ix 0jx
as
usual.
Since
(A.5)
is
coordinate-invariant
we
can use
it
to
get
an
invariant
distance between
any
two
nearby f's.
We take this distance function
to
define
the
measure
id
f
ii
then (A.3) determines
[dli]
in
principle.
So far
we
have
not
made
any gauge
choices,
so
[dli]
is gauge-invariant
as
required. To
represent
it,
however,
we
choose the height function
u(()
as
our
true
degree of freedom
and
write
an
arbitrary
xiii
in
terms
of
u
and
f
as
xiii
=
(ii((),12111,uiiiii)
iA.61
Then
[dli]
in
(A.3) will
be
related
to
[du]
(compare (4.7),
where
we
reinstated
@):
ldPl
+
~lul
ldul
IA?)
Equation
(A.7)
defines
a
Jacobian factor
/T
when
we
take [du]
to
be
the
measure
defined
by
the metric
llbUlll
"
/
d~iv7lbU)~
14.8)
Since
we are
in
Monge
gauge,
gij
=
bzj
+
0zu0ju
in
(4.8),
and similarly in
(A.I,
A.5)(3~). We
need
to
compute
/T.
At first
it
seems
hard
to compute
/T because
it is
defined
in
terms
of
[dx],
id f
]~
and
[du]
by
(A.3,
A.7),
and each
of these has
a
complicated
dependence
on
u
because
(A.I,
A.5, 4.8)
all depend
on u
1Tia
gzj.
While this
is
so,
the relation between the
three
measures
is quite
easy
to
find,
as we now
recall
[59,
60].
We mentioned
in section
4.I
that
a
field-space
metric
does
define
a
simple
measure
on
the
tangent
space
of
field
variations
bx(().
To relate
the
three
measures
[dx
],
id
ii,
and
[du]
at
some
point
x
(()
of configuration
space
it
suffices
to
relate the
corresponding
measures
[dbx], [db
f
],
and
[dbu]
at
that
point.
If
moreover
x
IQ
=
((~, (~,
u(())
is in
Monge
gauge
then f will be
close
to
the
identity and
we can
define
[db
f by
(A.5).
Then
(A.3, A.7)
become
[dbX]u
" £T(U]
[dbU]u
[di7]u
Defining
[dbx]v
by
(4.4),
[dbu]v by
(4.10),
and
[du]v
by
I
=
/[du]v
e~~~~~llz'll~
(A.8)
thus
lets
us
compute
/T. We
simply change variables
in
(4A)
using
(A.6):
ix
=
(u~,
u~,
u~0iu
+
iv).
Thus
i
=
~Tiui
/idbuiid»i
exp
-A4~2
/
d21w
iv,
bu)Tt
T
([)]
,
where
T
(()
=
(~~
~]~~
~).
Since T is
a
lower-triangular
matrix
equal
to
the identity along
>
the diagonal,
its
determinant
equals
unity
and
we
may
drop
it.
Comparing
(4.10,
A.8)
we
find
/T[u]~~
=
[du]e~~~~~
I"~~~~'~~'~~'J
=
det
~~/~tJi
,
where Oi
is
the multiplication
operator
by det
g~J
=
g~~
In
the
language
of (4.3)
we
therefore
have
/TI"I
"
fl
g(0~~/~
,
(A'9)
f
(~~)
In
a
different choice
of
gauge,
for example
normal
gauge~
[du]
in
(A.7)
will
get
replaced by
something
different~ but /7
will change
in
a
compensating
way
to
give
the
same
[dp].
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the
regularized product
over
the
points
of
our
surface of the
volume
function. Expression
(A.9)
is
not
covariant
but
neither
is
Monge
gauge;
in
fact /T
is
needed
to
achieve
covariance
of
He~
as
we'll
see
in
appendix
B.
Equation
(A.9)is
our
desired
conversion
factor;
it
lets
us
compute correct
(gauge-invariant)
results
using
the convenient
measure
[du].
We
can now
make
two
observations needed
in
sec-
tion
4.
Since /T
is
purely geometrical
in origin,
it
contains
no
factors
of the
stiffness
parameter
~o,
as
claimed. Since the
configuration
u(()
enters
(4.4,
4.10,
A.8)
only
via
the
induced
metric
gzj,
/T
too
depends only
on
gzj
and
not
on
the
extrinsic
curvature
Kzj,
as we see
explicitly
in
equation
(A.9).
As
mentioned
at
the end
of
section
4.2
these
facts
imply that
/T
does
not
enter
the
one
loop calculation
of
the
renormalization of
quantities
like
~o,
c(
involving Kjj.
On the
other hand the
correct
/T is
needed
to get
the
right
area
coefficient
pe~
as we see
in appendix
B
below.
Appendix
B.
The
area
term.
Here
we
calculate the
effective
area
coefficient
pe~
to
one
loop
accuracy
in
Monge
gauge.
pe~
is
a
power
series
in
the dimensionless
quantities
T/~o
and
lio
+
Po/A~Tj
we
will
compute
only the
most
divergent
part
of
the
term
of
order
zero
in
lie.
Our
aim is
to
complement the
discussion
in
the
text
by showing how the
constant
~
appearing
in
the
measure
(Eqs.
(4.4,
4.10,
A.8))
and the
Jacobian
/T
of
appendix
A
enter
pe~,
and
to
illustrate the
general result
of
section
5
that
no
field
renormalization
of the
height
is
needed. In particular /T
is crucial
to
get
a
result agreeing
with other
gauges.
We
will
neglect
tilt
in
this
discussion;
the changes required
to
incorporate
it
are
easy.
Ac-
cordingly consider (3.4) with
po
"
0.
The one-loop
partition
function
Z[fi]
comes
from
the
saddle-point integral
Z[fi]
#
[dbU]~T[fi]
8Xp
-~°~
(ill,
tJfibU)0
/
T~
where
if,
g)o
+
I
Vld~(
fg
and (4.29)
gives
tJj
=
A~~
(A~
+
)(Au)~A
2(0zfi)~A~)
+
tJ(fi~) (B.I)
We have simplified (4.29)
using
rotation
invariance and
parts
integration.
The
second
term
of
(B.I)
gives
rise
to
the
famous renormalization
of the
stiffness
~oi we
will drop
it.
We also drop
in
the
sequel
terms
of
tJ(fi~).
We
need
to
compute
-T
log
Z[fi]
=
-T
log
/T[fi]
+
(Tr
log
Op.
Let
us
briefly
recall how these
functional
traces
are
defined. An
operator
tJ has
a
kernel
defined by (O
f)(()
=
(,
K~((') f(('),
where
K~((')
is
a
two-form
at
I'.
Then
TrtJ
=
(
K~(().
Our
operator
has
kernel
K~((')
=
A~~A~(1
2(3zfi)~)b~(('),
where
the
regularized
covariant
delta-function
is
b~
ii')
=
L
<~(ii<~
ii')
iii
d21'
iB.21
~<A
Here
(#~)
are
a
set
of normalized
eigenvectors
for the
covariant
Laplacian, Ag#~
=
-J~#~
with
((#~(((
=
l.
In
(B.2)
we
have
regularized
by
cutting
off
Ii
to
integrate
out
a
shell
in
momentum
space
we
actually
want
only the contribution
of modes
with
bA
<
J
<
A.
In
flat
space one
has
#~
iii
oc
sin
kz(~
or
cosk~(~~
J~
=
k~kjg~J
=
g~~/~kiki
in
coordinates
where
gij
=
@6zj is
constant.
For
nearly flat
space
#~
and J
will
get
corrections,
but
for A
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near
the cutoff these
are
suppressed by
powers
of
(curvature/A)
and
we are
computing
only
the leading
divergence.
Accordingly,
our
determinant becomes
~~~°~~u
/
9~~~~
~_~~~
$
~~~
~
+1°g(1~
2(3U)~)j
~~
~
For
a
thin
shell of width
I
b
=
e,
keeping only
terms
linear
in
e
(and
still
up
to
tJ(fi~))
we
find
~
~
~~~~~
~u
/
~~~
/
)
~~°~
§
~(°~)~j
bA
To
incorporate
/T
we
apply the
same
analysis
to
the
operator
tJi
in appendix
A~
finding
-T
log
Z[fi]
=
(
/
d~(
/ ~
~j
[-2(-
)(3fi)~
+
(0fi)~
2(3fi)~]
~
~~)
(B.3)
"
0
This
is
the
same
answer as
found by
David
and Leibler
in normal
gauge
[51],
starting
from
the
same
measure
(4.4).
We
cannot yet
conclude however that the quadratically-divergent bit of the
renormalization
of the
area
term
in
the
effective Harniltonian
H~~ vanishes. Having integrated
out
a
shell
in
momentum
space we
have
found
an
H'[u]
which reproduces
the
answers
of
Rio]
when
we
thin
out
the
degrees
of
freedom
in
(4.3).
This
is
not
quite
the
same
thing
as
changing
the
cutoff,
however,
because
A
appears
explicitly
in
(4.3)
as
well
as
in the
spacing
of
points (.
The
difference
between
[d6x]bA
and the
thinned-out
measure
[d6x](°~
is
the product
over
all
points
of
b~~,
or
~
H~~
=
H'
T
~
log
b~~
/
@d~(
(B.4)
~r~
Thus while
we
found
H'
has
no area
term,
He~ shows
that
h2
pe~
=
-Teq
gr
plus
less
divergent
terms.
With
a
different choice of the arbitrary
constant
~
in (4.4)
we
could
of
course manage
to
cancel
even
this contribution.
Generalizing
to
nonzero
bare
po~
we
find by dimensional
analysis
no new
quadratically-
divergent
terms:
h2
pe~=po-Teq
,
jr
plus
less-divergent
terms,
as
claimed
at
the end of
section
5.
We remark that
(B.4)
is
covariant
as
it
must
be. Had
we
omitted /T
from (B.3)
this covariance
would
have
been spoiled. One could
imagine trying
to
cure
the problem
by rescaling
the
field
u,
but the Ward
identity of
section
5.2
shows that
this rather
desperate gambit
will
not
work.
Indeed
we can now
do perturbation theory
in
po
to
work
out
pe~
in
powers
of
the dimensionless
parameter
jio
=
po/A~T
(still
to
one-loop order
in
T/~o)j
to
all
orders
the
answer
turns out
to
be
covariant
with
no
field rescaling
[61].
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